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ABSTRÀCT

Urban tree care deals wiLh a dynamic product, and efficient manage-
ment is difficult without accurate information. À Computerized Street
Tree Inventory System (CSftS) is a type of management information sys-
tem designed to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of tree
maintenance operations. The ultimate goal of the system is to enhance
the struclure of the urban forest.

À CSTIS needs assessment of the City of Winnipeg Forestry Branch
resulted in the formulation of six specífic CSTIS objecLives. The
general types of information to be retrieved from each objective were
described in terms of required and desirable information. In essence
this system should record information on each individual tree's physi-
cal and site characteristics, track all work required and completed
for each tree, tabulate trees by specific aeographical unit and other
characteristics, and summarize information on all city trees.

A survey of thirteen CSTIS in North Àmerica gathered information on
each system's development, status, scope, purpose, data variables, in-
formation retrieved, system use, costs, comments, and limitations.
The types of information retrieved from each of the systems was then
compared to the types of infornation required and desired of a system
in the City of Winnipeg.

Four alternatives for implementation were presented that considered
technical and economic issues as well as operational ones. These al-
ternatives included software development in-house, purchase of custom
developed software, purchase of a generalized CSTIS package, and a
phased combination of alternatives. Advantages and disadvantages for
each alternative vrere presented.

The City of Winnipeg requires a relatively complex tree information
system. CSTIS sofLware compatible with the needs of lhe Forestry
Branch has been developed in other municipalities. This software has
been custom developed for mainframe and miniconputers, and generalized
software is available for microcomputers. À CSTIS in I.Iinnipeg would
have the greatest probability of success if it were developed in-house
on a mainframe or minicomputer; however, more sÈudy on specific hard-
tvare requiremenls is needed.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PREAMBTE

The role of natural resource managers has changed dramatically

wíthin the last ten years. Managers nov¡ require more information to

provide integrated solutions for increasingly complex problems. The

development of information systems based on computer technology can

meet many of these new requirements. Computer-based information sys-

tems can improve a manager's ability for assembling, storing, and ana-

lyzing large amounts of data in a framework designed to facilitate the

resource management decision (Estes, '1 983) .

Effective management is based on the premise that the manager knows

the current status of the natural resource in question. Computerized

inventory systems supply the manager with information that enables

more accurate and rational decisions to be made.

Recently, these comput,erized inventory systems have been adopted

for use in urban forestry. Trees in the urban environment require spe-

cialized management techniques to ensure their perpetuation. Data

collected from boulevard trees and compiled into a computerized infor-

mation system perrnit the urban forester to coordinate the necessary

labor and equipment to complete the activities of the urban forest

agency (Kielbaso and Ottman, 1978). Overal1 labor and nanagement

costs may be reduced and as a direct result of system implementation.
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEI,TENT

Winnipeg's past and present manual street tree information systems

have not met the needs of the City of Winnipeg Forestry Branch' The

information supplied from these systems has not been adequate nor ac-

curate enough to manage an integrated forestry operation' Reliable

and pertinent information would enhance the managers' decision-making

abilities. Moreover, immediate and timely ínformation on each tree is

required so Forestry Branch staff can ansl{er pub}ic and councillor in-

quiries.

The Forestry Branch requires an assessment of various inventory

systems to improve the management of urban street trees' There are

many computerized inventory systems throughout North Àmerica, and each

has developed under unique circumstances. The use of such inventory

systems is based on the needs of the user' and is limited by opera-

tional, technical, and economic constraints. Àn assessment of comput-

erized inventory systems will enable the Forestry Branch to determine

the applicability of these other systems to the City of Winnipeg'

1"3 OBJECTII/ES

The primary purpose of this study rlas to evaluate and select a Com-

puterized Street Tree Inventory System (CSttS) for lhe City of Winni-

peg ForestrY Branch.

The specific objectives were:

1. to assess the CSTIS needs of the Forestry Branch;

-2-



2. to develop criteria for the evaluation of alternative CSTIS;

3. to assess selecled csTIs now being used in other jurisdictions
in Canada and the United StaLes; and

4. to recommend an effective CSTIS for Winnipeg'

1.4 SN'DY ÀSST'I'ÍPTIONS AND IIMITATIONS

This study assumes that a complete and continual CSTiS is required

in the City of Winnipeg. Each individual tree is uniquely identified,

and information on each tree is continually updated'

Àn important limitation of this study is that only thirteen CSTIS

were included in this study. As a result, comparison of these systems

to the situation in the City of Winnipeg is somewhat limited. other

systems could be considered.

-3-



Chapter II
Ìi{ETHODS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The primary methodological tools used in lhis study vrere a litera-

ture review, face-to-face and telephone interviews, and document anal-

ysis. The study has been broken down into five distinct segments each

with specif ic research requirements.

2,2 PHÀSE 1: IITERAT'T,RE REVIEW

A literature review vras undertaken to gain a better understanding

of CSTIS, to suggest criteria to evaluate CSTIS (phase 3), and to 1o-

cate several systems for evaluation. Both manual and conputerized

searches of relevant literature rvere conducted to identify pertinent

information on CSTIS.

2"3 PHå,SE 2: NEEDS ÀSSESSMENT

The first portion of this phase þ¡as designed to study the flow of

information within the Forestry Branch. The specific purpose of this

research was to assess the needs of a CSTIS for the Forestry Branch.

This information was used Lo identify existing problems in information

flow and to propose system objectives of a CSTiS. In turn, this de-

fined the type of information to be retrieved from a CSTIS, and deLer-

mined the type of informalion to be collected during lhe inventory.
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The needs assessment took place in two steps. First, a number of

documents were reviewed that concerned the operations of the Forestry

Branch. Specifically, organizational charts, job descriptions, manu-

als, and reports were collected and analyzed. This was done to gain

familiarity with the organization.

Secondly, Forestry Branch personnel were interviewed (Àppendix À -

condensed version). The questions were developed following a general

framework suggested by Ostle (1985). In total twelve interviews were

completed - three frorn adnrinistration, three from the technical staff,

four from operations staff, and two from the clerical staff. This in-

cluded all full-time administrative staff, technical staff, and fore-

man.On1y two members of the clerical staff were interviewed since the

other two were not directly involved with tree information. The staff

members interviewed were identified from the document review as play-

ing a key roLe in lhe development and implementation of a proposed

CSTI S.

The specific number and type of questions for each interview varied

depending on the interviewee's position in the organization and direct

involvement ¡iith the problem (Ostle, 1985). For this reason, the

questionnaire was split into three sections. The first section was

designed to be answered by alJ. respondents. It was concerned with the

identification, functions and responsibilities, present information

requirements, and future information requirements of each position.

The second section of the questionnaire was adninistered to those re-

spondents who had some knowledge of Winnipeg's past street tree inven-

tory system and/or had an interest in a street tree inventory (eppen-
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dix À). The third section of lhe questionnaire rras designed for lhose

respondents whose functions include direct planning and management of

the urban forest (eppendix A).

À face-to-face interview method was used to enhance responsiveness,

and an attempt was made for the interviews to remain casual and infor-

mal. For all individuals, the researcher asked the respondent the

question, and wrote the response on the questionnaire form.

At the beginning of each interview, the respondent was told the

purpose of the interview and that all information would be kept confi-

dential. After the interview was completed, all answers were ful1y

documented, and if there were any discrepancies in the responses the

researcher contacted the respondent for clarification.

The information vras analyzed

and concerns of the staff and

street tree information system.

drafting of the general purpose,

ments for a CSTIS in the City of

descriptively to highlight problems

to identify problems of the present

In addition, this phase enabled

objectives, and information require-

Winnipeg.

Once the needs assessnent was completed, a number of informal meet-

ings were hetd with the technical and administrative personnel of the

Forestry Branch to ensure the validity of the needs assessment.
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2.4 PHÀSE 3: CRITERIÀ TO EVÀTUÀTE ÀITERNATIT'E CSTIS

A series of criteria were developed to evaluate custom developed

and generalized CSTIS. The criteria describe lhe operational, techni-

caL, and economic aspects of each system, and were developed through

Iiterature reviews of CSTIS and management information systems, and by

consultation rlith CSTIS experts in the United States and Canada.

These criteria were modified as more information was obtained, and

eventually were developed into a focused, expanded, and combined ver-

sion of frameworks suggested by Sacksteder and Gerhold (1979) and Smi-

ley (1987).

The criteria were incorporated into a questionnaire format. The

scope of the questionnaire included the system's background, charac-

teristics, description of inputs/outputs, operational capabiJ.ities,

cost, and recommendations. The questionnaire would be used in the

next phase of the study.

2.5 PHÀSE 4: IDENTIFICATION ÀND ÀSSESSI.ÍENT OF CSTIS

Different CSTIS were identified through the literature review, by

mail-, and through telephone conversations with experts in the U.S. and

Canada. Over 100 letters were mailed to professionals, municipalities

in Canada and the U.S., and private and public forestry organizations.

There were approximately 65 replies to these letters. In addition, 25

telephone cal1s were made to North American destinations. These people

were largely university professors, public forestry information servi-

ces, and private arboricultural firms. Each has nade important con-
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Èributions to the development of CSTIS. Throughout this entire proce-

dure, emphasis was pl-aced on identifying Canadian cities using CSTIS,

and generalized CSTIS available.

Each municipal-ity or organization with a CSTIS was contacted by

telephone and surveyed using Questionnaire 2 (Appendix B). When

available, administrative or management personnel were interviewed,

but if not available, staff closely associated with the CSTIS were in-

terv i ewed.

À telephone interview was determined to be the most effecÈive

econonical means of collecting data on each of these systems. For

most part the questions were open-ended, and question wording and

quence was flexible.

Àt the beginning of each interview, a brief introductory statement

was made, and in some critical instances, the respondent was asked if
the conversation could be recorded. In other cases, the respondent an-

swered the question and the information rvas recorded by hand. Àt the

end of each interview each respondent was asked for any documentation

on the system (ie. user's manual, data collection forms, and/or re-

porls) and if they might be calIed back to clarify any discrepancies

in information.

In addition, visits to CSTIS in Toronto, Ontario and Windsor, 0n-

tario were undertaken to enhance understanding of CSTIS. In both cas-

es, the researcher r+as shown how the syslem worked and any available

documentation was obtained. Questionnaire 2 was used in a face-to-face

interview format, and responses were recorded.

and

the

se-
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In retrospect, an important limitation of using telephone inter-

views was that much of the information was taken for granted. In addi-

tion, the system docunentation received was not always clear and con-

cise, and interpretation and deduction had to be used in sorne cases.

0f the twenty-two municipalities with CSTIS, thirteen were included

in this study. Nine other CSTIS were not included because they did

not meet these four basic criteria:

The inventory had to be continual and complete. Updating on a
regular time interval and the inclusion of all sLreet lrees in
the area are necessary for application in the City of Winnipeg.

The system had to be presently in use. Proposed or partially
implernented systems have not proven their reliability in an op-
erational situation, and thus did not warranL further consider-
ation.

Each system must have at leasl 10,000 trees and/or spaces on
the inventory. A few CSTIS are small scale projects and do not
handle the complexity of information required for an integrated
forestry operation.

System documentation (ie. user's nanual, literature, or copies
of reports) had to be available in order to further analyze the
system.

The thirteen CSTIS surveyed in this study may or may not represent a

statistical sampLe. Nonetheless, the researcher ended the identifica-

tion of new systems when the time invested in the search yielded di-

minishing returns. Àn information summary on each of the surveyed

CSTIS is contained in Appendix D.

{tô

2.

3.

^
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2,6 PHASE 5: INFORT.ÍÀTION SYNT'IIESIS

Phase 2 identified system objectives and the types of information

to be retrieved from a CSTIS in the City of Winnipeg. Required and de-

sirable system characteristics were compared to the available charac-

teristics of the surveyed systems. Recommendations were made accord-

ing to the surveyed system's operational characteristics (ie. what the

system could do); however, technícaL and economic issues were also de-

fined. In addition, availability, capability, expandability, accept-

ability, and reliability were also important considerations for each

system.

- 10 -



Chapter III

COMPONENTS AND USES OF CSTIS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

CSTIS are types of computer-based information systems designed to

manage street trees more efficiently and effectively. These systems

were first developed more than a decade ago, and were experimentally

applied to university campuses and small communities in the United

States.

A few progressive communities began to implement CSTIS as software

database programs became available. The database programs were created

for the specific purpose of managing street trees in each unique com-

munity. The majority of these systems were developed using a main-

frame computer.

In other cities, urban forest managers were either unaware of

apprehensive about the new lechnology. There were three reasons

thi s:

1. a perception about the lack of tangible benefits of CSTIS;

2. a slow transfer of technology between urban centers; and

3. a lack of funding to develop CSTIS.

This latter point has been the most important limiting factor in lhe

development of CSÎIS.

or

for
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Meanwhile, a number of the CSTIS developed on mainframe computers

were discarded. Reasons cited were problems in accessing, understand-

ing, and/or updating the data (Smiley and Baker, 1987 ) as well as lack

of funding. The systems were anbitious projects that in retrospect

were too complex for their purpose.

Today, the accessibility of microcomputers and the availability of

inexpensive general application software database programs has revived

interest in CSTIS. New techniques are being developed to computerize

inventories for park trees and trees in greenbelts.

3.2 CHÀRÀCTERISTICS OF CSTIS

A computerized management information syslem is a comprehensive

computer software systen that organizes, stores, retrieves, and up-

dates information in a dalabase. It is a complete set of techniques

designed and operated to assist decision making at various levels of

management ( Sumner , '1 986 ) .

CSTIS are forms of computer-based management information systems

developed to meet the changing needs of the urban forest agency.

Databases of slreet t,ree inventory information have become one of the

most important and valuable decision making tools in urban forest

agencies. Without an organized way of handling information on thou-

sands of trees, êffective tree management is difficult (Gerhold and

Sacksteder, 1979) .

The completion

step of the stages

of

in

an urban tree inventory is only one important

the management planning process (robel, 1983).
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After short term objectives and long lerm goals are defined, a thor-

ough inventory of the urban forest is required. À management plan is

lhen written that outlines the steps required to change the current

urban forest to meet the plan's objectives. This is followed by a

complete re-inventory of street trees on a continual or periodic basis

to document changes that occur as a result of of the plan's implemen-

tation. The management plan is then re-evaluated and modified appro-

priately.

3.2.1 Obiectives of StreeÈ Tree Inventorv Svstens

The specific objectives of a street tree inventory system state the

type and purpose of information required by the organization (Sack-

steder and Gerhoi-d, 1979). Às a result, the objectives of different

systems vary greatly. UsuaIly, simple inventory systems gather basic

tree infornation such as species numbers and/or condition. At the oth-

er end of the spectrum, more comprehensive inventory systems record

tree history, organize daily work assignments, and aid in long-term

planning.

3"2,2 Tvpes of SÈreeÈ Tree Inventorv Svstens

?here are a number of ways to classify the different Lypes of

street tree inventory systems. The following classifications are by no

means mutually exclusive; however, they represent categorizations of

the essential elements of CSTIS.

-13-



3,2.2,1 Perioilic vs. Continual

The first classification distinguishes whether collected data are

gathered on a continual or periodic basis. In a continual inventory

data are cotlected, updated, and may be retrieved on each individual

tree. À card file or compuLer is used to continually update the data-

base as tree naintenance work is completed' Àt the same time' other

tree characteristic information is updated. New daÈa are continually

entered into lhe system and are accessible in a variety of formats'

Furthermore, if data are collected on each tree in the street tree

population, then the system is described as a complete (comprehensive)

street tree inventory (Thurman, 1983)'

0n the other hand, a periodic inventory has no provision for updat-

ing or retrieval of information on an individual tree basis' Inventory

data are collected once, and over time the information becomes outdat-

ed. within five to ten years, the inventory would be conducted again'

In some cases, tree infornation is col-lected on a sample of the

tree population. These types of inventories are often narrow in scope,

and tree location information is not included (Gerhold and sacksteder'

1979). Proper sampling procedures are suggested by valentine et al'

(1978).

The greatest advantage of the periodic and/or sample type of sLreet

tree inventory is low cost. Àlthough the information produced from

lhis type of inventory is not comprehensive, it is probably useful for

communities with a shortage of funds , and/or for communities with spe-

cific and narrow invenlory objectives. 0n the other hand, continual

-14-



and complete street tree inventory systems provide a wide variety of

information on most any aspect of a forestry operation, but are very

costly lo develop and maintain.

3"2.2.2 Conputerized Systens

Computerized systems for street tree management may be classified

into one of two groups: custom developed or generalized CSTIS. Custom

developed CSTIS are designed by individual cities for their ovrn spe-

cial use, and are not intended for use elsewhere. 0n the other hand,

qeneralized CSTiS have been developed by private, urìiversity, or ar-

boricultural companies. These systems are designed for use in any num-

ber of communities, and can be modified to meet the special needs of

the forestry agency. In some cases, these programs are designed to be

run with general database management software packages. The general-

ized CSTIS are commercially available.

3.2.3 Data Recordinq Melhodls

Various methods have been devised to obtain data on urban trees.

Tree information can be gathered fron aerial photographs, from moving

vehicles, on foot, or by any combination of the three.

Aerial photographs provide many different types of information de-

pending on the needs of the urban forest agency. Theobald et al.
(1978) used foliage cover as a measure of the condition of an urban

forest. in other casesr âBrial photographs have been used to deter-

mine the location of trees for a CSTIS (personal communication Robert

Maggio).
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McQuestion (1979) suggests that tree information be recorded from

moving vehicles. Slow moving automobiles with a driver, a recorder,

and a tallier could be used to record basic lree data. This approach

is most useful when a periodic or sample survey is undertaken.

The kind of detailed information

agement information system can best

(Gerho1d et aI., 1986). Two to four

and record ínformation on individual

required for a comprehensive man-

be obtained by observers on foot

person crelfs can measure, assess,

trees accurately and efficiently.

3.2.3.1 Personnel anil Conpletion of lhe Inventory

Àlthough volunteer recording personnel have been used in some in-

stances (Holmes, 1986), only well trained staff should collect data

for a streel tree inventory system. t imiting data collection errors is

an inLegral part of a successful inventory, and experienced technical

staff should collect data to ensure data integrity (Chan and Cart-

wright, 1979). in addition, the staff should be supervised, properly

motivated, and adequately provided with written and illustrated guide-

lines (Bassett, 1978).

Once the inventory has begun, it should be completed as quickly as

possible to maintain the integrity of Lhe data (Chan and Cartwright,

1979). One season, usual-1y mid-summer, is the best time to inventory

street trees. Nonetheless, financial constraints often dictate an in-

ventory period of several years.
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3.2,3,2 Data Recorcling Media

Tree information for complete and continual CSTIS can be recorded

by inventory personnel in three different ways: tally sheets, "op-

scan", and portable data collectors. The choice of recording media

should be delermined by the efficiency of recording and the methods of

processing (GerhoLd and Sacksteder, 1979).

Tally sheets record tree information in a tabular forrnat whereby

symbols and codes are used to identify the particular phenomenon for

each tree. The information is then key-punched into a computer.

In the past, "op-scan" or "mark sense" forms were used to eliminate

key-punching. Data are entered by darkening the appropriate spots on

the form and this is read by the machine (McQuestion, 1979).

Portable data collectors are a promising method of collecting data

on a large number of lrees (Cooney, 1985i Semmens, 1978). Data are

entered directly onto pre-programmed hand-he1d computers, and at the

end of the day data are transferred onto the main computer.

3.2,4 ÐaÈa Variables

Data variables refer to the measurements and observations recorded

in the inventory. The proper choice of data variables is important

when planning an inventory because the kind of information that will
be available for management purposes depends on what data are collect-

ed. In other words, the type, amount, and quality of information ,re-

sulting from an inventory are dependent on the variables used (Sack-

steder , 1978).
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0n the other hand, the number of data variables collected in the

field should be the minimum number in order to achieve specific inven-

tory objectives (Smitey et al., 1987). This reduces inventory cost,

and ensures that all data collected will be used (Gerho1d et â1,

1e85).

Trvo types of data variables exist: real and coded values. Real

values refer to quantitative measurements such as trunk diameter and

tree height.0n the other hand, coded values refer to inventory infor-

mation which is qualitative in naÈure. For example, overall tree con-

dition may be rated on a scale between 1 (poor) and 5 (excellent). the

major probl-ems r+ith this type of information is that anyone unfamiliar

with the codes nust refer to a key to interpret the information, and

that it is a subjective method of evaluation. 0n the other hand, an

advantage of coding is that it utilizes very little storage space. For

these reasons, Sacksteder (1978) suggests that coded information is

essential for some variables, but should be avoided where possible.

Data variables can be grouped into five categories (Gerho1d et al.,
1986): location of tree(s) or site(s), tree characteristics, site

characteristics, actions recommended, and work completed.

3,2.4.1 Location of Tree(s)/site(s)

There are a number of different techniques available for determin-

ing tree location. Location data are one of the most difficult and

critical components of the inventory. Trees are planted in a wide va-

riety of situations within the city, and determining an exact location
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for a tree is sometimes difficult. Location information musl be spe-

cific enough so that the tree in question can be located by mainte-

nance personnel. Location gives a "pIace" for tree rnanagement work to

be completed. Without individual tree locations, the effectiveness of

the inventory would be severely restricted.

À number of different techniques for describing a tree's location

have been developed. Sacksteder and Gerhold (979) tist a number of

different methods to determine tree location.

area, division, or section number
street name
address, house number, or lot number
block number
distance from intersection
number of nearest utility pole
sequence number, within addresses or within blocks
map coordinates of various kinds
distance from street or curb
tree row number
side of street
tag number
map number
special codes

To ensure accurate tree locations, most CSTIS use a combination of

location variables. Property addresses are useful for finding trees

quickly, for summarizing trees by street blocks, and for responding to

telephone inquires. There are lwo limitations to this method. First,

if there are a number of trees at the same address, each tree would

have to be uniquely identified. Secondly, other means of location

identification would need to be found where no property address ex-

ists.

Various coordinate systems have been used to locate trees (Good,

1978). Usually, grids or co-ordinates are set up on street maps or on

aerial photographs to determine distances from reference points.
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One of the most promising methods of tree location is the use of

computer mapping where location information is digitized. In some

cases, maps may be printed as required and handed to maintenance

crews. Àlthough there are many benefits to computer mapping, high de-

velopment and implementation costs are a deterrent to its use.

3.2.4,2 Tree Characteristícs

Tree characteristic data describe the tree's physical and condition

features. This information may be used to assess the scope and nature

of maintenance, protective measures, and other work. Diameter,

height, and crown spread may be recorded as absolute values or in
classes. Codes for condition, health, and vigor need to be carefully

planned before the inventory.

Some types of information collected as tree characteristic data in-

c lude :

a) Physical Characteristics

-species and/or cultivar
-trunk diameter/catiper
-height _ ,_,-crown spread/drmensrons

b) Condition Data

-overall tree condition
-foliage condition (ex. scale from 0-100%

unhealthy )

-branch condition (ex. twig die-back, crotch
spLit)

-trunk condition (ex. scale from no
injuries/decay to dead)

-probable cause of injury
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3.2,4.3 Site Characteristics

Site characteristics describe the immediate environment surrounding

the tree. This description may be either brief or extensive. Informa-

tion of this nature can aid in selecting suitable species or culti-
vars, and in planning work such as planting, trimming, or removal of

trees.

The data collected on some of these systems include:

-site class or land use
-traffic amount
-planting space dimensions - above /below ground

crown spread restriction
height restriction
length and width

-presence of utilities (above/below ground)
-condition of paved walkways
-quality of landscaping

Other site variables not often used in inventories include (Sack-

steder and Gerhold, 1979): street light influence, lot width, drain-

âg€, street rvidth, and soil conditions. These are usually of limited

use or are not economically feasible to gather.
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3.2.4.4 Àctions Recon¡nendeil

Most CSTIS record information on the type of maintenance activity

that is required for each tree. Although this may be recorded at the

time of the inventory, actiohs recommended may also originate from

citizen or councillor inquires about trees. The tree in question is

investigated and a maintenance activity is suggested. Information may

be required for planting, trimming, removal, fertilizing, watering,

spraying, cabling, bracing, and so on.

3.2.4.5 llork Completed

Information that details specific work completed through a work or-

der or contract can be added to the system which "updates" the actions

recommended. Accumulated work completed provides a history of work

done to each tree.

3.2.5 Data Processinq, Storaqe, and Retrieval

In a comprehensive CSTIS, inventory data are continually updated

and checked for accuracy. Maintenance crews fill out daily reports

noting the maintenance activities completed on certain trees. Details

of work completed, and tree characteristic data is entered into the

computer as required.

Over longer periods of time, perhaps 5-10 years, a complete rein-

ventory may be required (Thurman, 1983). The need for a reinventory,

however, v¡ill depend on the frequency of change in the tree resource

and the accuracy of the data.
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Once the tree data is enLered into the conputer, three forms of in-

formation can be retrieved (Thurman, 1983):

1. Information on individual trees such as printouts (tree list)
or visual displays of all information on each tree included in
the inventory;

2. Summary information such as totals, averages, percentages, two-
way contingency tables, cross tabulation of related data vari-
ab1es, and management needs by location; and

3. Graphically displayed information such as histograms, graphs,
and maps can be either plotted or displayed on a monitor.

These types of oulpul will be required by a Forestry agency over dif-
ferent time frames. In general, information on individual trees will

be required daily by the operations section, specific summary informa-

tion witl be required by middle management, and general summary infor-

malion will be required by top leve1 management.

3.3 USES 0F CSTIS

A database of street tree inventory information can be applied to

an unlimited nunber of management problems. The database can be used

for a spectrum of operational and managerial decisions depending upon

the needs of the urban forest agency, and the creativity of the manag-

er. From the forest agency's viewpoint, the information retrieved from

Lhe system is the essence of the inventory.

There are three important uses and a multitude of special uses of

CSTIS (Bassett, 1978i Tate, 1985).

1. Resource Inventory

Àn inventory of urban trees provides a record of the re-
source that the urban forester manages. CSTIS document the cur-
rent status of the trees and monitor changes in the tree popu-
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3.

Á.

lation over time. Reports are generated on tree population
composition, density, and distribution. The scope and loca-
tions of tree problems can be carefully monitored.

Budqet inq

One of the most important and valuable use of CSTIS is to
help develop, analyze, document, and justify budgeLs. The in-
ventory system can be used to forecast the monetary needs of
the department. Accurate predictions of capital and operating
costs make it difficull for civic politicians to cut the fores-
try budget, and may justify an increase in funding.

Planninq Work

The management of personnel such as scheduling assignments
and setting job standards can vastly improve program efficien-
cy. Maintenance crews can be more easily coordinated, and work
can be perforrned on trees more quickly.

Special Uses

In addition to these general uses of CSTIS, there are a va-
riety of special uses. À few examples of special uses are:

a) to control tree population density and
diversity;

b) to manage tree pests and diseasesi

to ensure species

and any other

establish the
trees will re-

campaign; and

c) to evaluate different species or cultivars under different
environnental conditions ;

d) Èo monitor vandalism, car-tree collisions,
tree injuries;

e) Èo delineate specific areas of research;

f) to assist in legal matters - the invenlory can
value of trees in damage claims, and healthy
duce negligence suits;

g) to establish a pubLic relations and education

h) lo determine the totat value of city maintained trees.
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Chapter IV

CSTIS NEEDS ÀSSESSIIIENT OF TTIE FORESTRY BRÀNCH

4"1 INTRODUCTION

À CSTIS needs assessment for the City of Winnipeg Forestry Branch

requires an extensive knowledge of the agency's current street tree

information system. 0rganizational charts, manuals, job descríptions,

documentation, interviews with personnel, and analysis of past and

present programs were used to diagnose the system's present deficien-

cies, and identify system requirements. UItimate1y, the CSTIS needs

of the Forestry Branch determine the applicability of the surveyed

systems to the City of Winnipeg.

I"2 PÀST TREE I}I\TENTORY SYSTEMS

The Forestry Branch has been involved with a number of different

types of tree inventory systems. The first survey was performed in

the mid-1970's when an inventory of elrn trees was undertaken. The ob-

jective of this survey was t,o est.ablish the numbers, idenLify the rel-

ative location, and determine the total dollar value of the elm trees

in Winnipeg. The purpose of this one-time survey rvas to justify the

need for a Dutch Elm Disease program.

Another type of tree invenLory system was implemented in 1977. The

Master Street Tree Plan (tq.S.T.P. ) tvas an ambitious altempt to manual-
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Iy record and update information on Winnipeg's 150,000 street trees.

The M.S.T.P. rlas to form the "heart" of the City's foreslry opera-

tions. The data were collected on each tree in the succeeding five

years.

The information collected on each street tree included tree loca-

tion (street address, street side), species, condition, height, diame-

ter (dbh), distance from curb, spacing, and a special comments sec-

tion. Data were recorded for each tree on a separate talJ-y sheet, and

each sheet was stored in a filing cabinet according to a logical loca-

tion sequence. To correspond with this manual filing system, maps of

management units were prepared to detail the specific location of each

tree.

In retrospect, this system rras not used to any great extent. The

reasons are clear. First, tree information was not rigorously updated

and the data lost accuracy over time. Às a result, staff lost confi-

dence in the database. Secondly, information retrieval time was slow.

When information on a specific tree was requested by a councillor or

citizen, it was difficult for administrative and clerical staff to re-

search a specific tree. information is required immediately on each

individual tree to solve this problem. Thirdly, information was easi-

ly lost or misplaced. Fourthly, the mapping system that was to work

in tandem wilh the M.S.T.P. required too much time to complete. Fi-

nalIy, acquiring summary information on any aspect of the tree re-

source was impossible. In practice, information was cumbersome, inac-

curate over lime, not adequate for tree management, and not available

quickly enough to respond to the public's inquires.
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4.3 PRESENT USE OF COI,ÍPUTERS AT FORESTRY BRNICH

A number of existing information sysLems are now used by the Fores-

try Branch in its daily operations. They arose out of a need to have

more accurate, accessible, and summary information. Some of these in-

formation systems have indirect and direct impacts on the development

of a CSTIS. The computer-based information systens that indirectly

affect the development of a CSTIS are the general ledger, equipment

inventory, and stock inventory programs. The systems that have a di-

rect impact on the development of a CSTIS are as fo]Iows.

The "Maintenance Management System" (!î,tS) is a program developed

for the Parks and Recreation Department of which the Forestry Branch

is a part. This system is designed to relate the cost of resources

used to the amounts and kinds of work performed. An agency's budget

and fund allocations can be directly related to work accomplished and

not just to funds expended. Currently, lhe MMS is only used to record

number of hours worked by Forestry Branch staff.

ClearIy, the possibility of having a more complete MMS interact

with the csTIS would be advantageous. The two systems should be de-

signed so there is no overlap or redundancy between the two systems.

À number of other tree information systems have been recently im-

plemented at the Forestry Branch using dBase III on a microcomputer.

Although a number of infrequently used databases exist, there are

three large and frequently used dalabases:

1. The firsl system records detailed information on the Dutch EIm
Disease program. Information is kept on tree location, size,
disease symptoms, and maintenance requirements;

THE
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À second tree information system is designed to keep historical
records on Èree naintenance activities. The "DaiIy Worksheet"
program keeps a record of pruning, planLing, removal, chipping,
and stump removal. Às maintenance actívities are completed, in-
formation on the activity, tree location, type, and size, and
property type are enLered into the database; and

À third database records tree planting infornation such as tree
planting requests, Iocation, and species.

To date, there are three problems with these systems. First, field

staff do not always record information accurately. Secondly, there is

a lack of clerical staff for data entry. Thirdly, tree information is

not integraLed between these systems. The intention was for these

lree information systems to be linked, but the one drawback is the in-

ability to identify specific tree location. As a result, onJ.y portions

of these databases would be useful to include in a CSTIS for Winnipeg.

Moreover, these databases are reactive in nature, recording informa-

tion onLy after it has been completed.

Àlthough a proposed CSTIS would not solve the aforementioned prob-

lems of data accuracy or lack of clerical sLaff for data entry, it
would integrate these available databases, or portions thereof, into

one central tree information system. In general, a CSTIS in Winnipeg

should primarily revolve around the types of data variables included

in the M.S.T.P. and the Daily Worksheet programs. The ability to re-

cord individual tree locations, track individual tree requests, and

print individual tree work orders would enable a "1ive" CSTIS that

could be used on a daily basis.

¿.

3.
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4,4 FUN'RE USE OF COI,TPT'TERS ÀT THE FORESTRY BRANCH

Presently, the City of Winnipeg is investigating a Geographic In-

formation System (C.I.S. ) which tracks information on all city roads,

utilities, and lands into one system. It is a computerized mapping

system that records a specific type of locational infornation on each

"Iayer". One overlay has been allocated to the Forestry Branch for

locating sLreet trees; however, this project is in an experimental

stage and is a long term project.

Clearly, the benefits of exact tree location would be advanLageous

for a CSTIS. ÀIthough the future of a G.I.S. is uncertain at this

time, compatibility and integration with a CSTIS should be a priority.

Depending on the G.I.S. chosen this will be more or less problematic.

11.5 i ssuEs CONCERNS WITÏ{IN THE ORGÀNIZÀTION

In addition to the past and present tree information systems, per-

sonnel within the Forestry Branch have indicated a number of concerns:

Summary information on trees necessary for making programmed
tree maintenance decisions is not available. Little summary in-
formation is available for long-term planning (>5 years);

Background information on each individual street tree within
theðityisnotavai1ab1e.rt,isffiioncou1dbeusedto
answer questions from staff, city councillors, and the public;
and

Information which is necessary to co-ordinate and priorize dai-
ly maintenance activities is lacking.

Better information on street trees would facilitate better communi-

cation, decrease response time to citizen inquiries, and enable deci-

AND

1.

2.

3.
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sions to be made more quickly. Àt present, there is difficulty in

keeping up with the tree maintenance demands requested by the public.

In addition, technical staff spend a large amount of their time trying

to get tree information organized. Many "snapshot" inventories of des-

ignated geographic areas are completed as the need arises.

Improved tree information capabilities would allow for better co-

ordination of activities inside the Forestry Branch and with other ex-

ternal agencies (eg. Streets and Transportation or private contrac-

tors). Co-ordination would also be enhanced by the eventual

integration with a G.I.S.

4.5

4.5.1

À csTrs FoR

Purpose

The specific objectives

1. to provide a record
and outstanding work
assignments;

TIIE CITY OF WINNIPEG

of a CSTIS in the City of Winnipeg are:

of current tree requests, investigations,
orders to organize and priorize daily work

The purpose of a CSTIS is to provide information for the effective

and efficient management of trees within the care and jurisdiction of

the City of Winnipeg Forestry Branch. The focus of this system is on

the management of street or boulevard trees.

4,6.2 Specific Obiectives

2, to provide summary information on tree maintenance activities
anð/or on the physical sLructure of the urban forest for the
purpose of short- and long-term planning and budgeting;

to provide baseline data and listings of boulevard trees sorted
by different variables for compiling working plans, tender

3.
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work, and co-ordinating efforts between other related organiza-
tionsi

lo create an historical record of maintenance activities at
each tree location in order to meet operational and legal re-
qui rements;

to provide immediate access to information on individual trees
!o answer public and councillor inquires; and

to determine the dolIar value of street trees on an individual
and col-lective basis.

4.5.3 Tvoes of Infor¡raÈion ReÈrieveil Ð 0bìective

The specific CSTIS objectives describe what the system should do or

the type of information to be retrieved from a CSTIS. Each CSTIS ob-

jective is followed by a general description of the types of informa-

tion to be retrieved from a system in Winnipeg. This information is

separated into required and desirable categories.

4.

L

6.

Objecùive 1: to provide a record of current tree requests,
investigations, and outstanding rork orders to organize and
priorize daily work assignnents.

Required: The system must be able !o record information on individual

tree work requests which are generated from within or outside the For-

estry Branch. In addition, information on the action taken must be re-

corded. These reports should be generated for each management unit.

Desirable: À number of additional system features would be desirable.

First, information on the requestor's name, address, and phone number

¡vould be helpful. Secondly, the ability lo generate separate investi-

gation orders for each tree request and record investigator's comments

would be useful.
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Objective 2: to provicle surrmary infornation on lree mainte-
nance acÈivitíes and/or on the physical sÈructure of ùhe ur-
ban foresÈ for the purpose of short- and long-term planning
and builgeting.

Reguired: Three different types of summary information should be

available by management unit and for the enlire city: toLal amount of

work completed for each maintenance activity; number of each species

and planting spaces; tabulation by species and general condition, di-

ameter class, and site characteristics.

Desirable: It would be desirable for a CSTIS to generate the follow-

ing types of information (by management unit and for entire city un-

less otherwise noted): total amount of work completed by block or

street; number of species on each block or street; tabulation by spec-

ies and specific condilion, height class, â98 class, size (diameter or

height) and general or specific condition.

Objective 3r to provicle baseline data, printouts, ancl list-
íngs on boulevard trees that can be sorted by different
variables for compiling vorking p1ans, tender york, and co-
ordinating efforÈs betreen other relateil organízations.

Required: A tree Iist should describe all trees, locations, and phys-

ical and site characteristics. This information should be available

for each management unit, and for each block or street. In addition,

the database should be able to generate lists that locate trees in a

defined area with one or more specific condition, physical character-

istic, and/or site characteristic variable.
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Objective 4r to creabe an historícal record of naintenance
activities at each tree location in order to neet operation-
al and legal requirenents.

Required: Information on the history of work completed (ie. completed

work orders) for each individual !ree must be available.

Objective 5: to provide inmeiliate access Lo infornation on
individual Lrees to answer public and councillor inquires.

Required: 0n-1ine query ability to request information on a specific

tree and provide information on its physical and site characteristics

as well as to provide a tree history.

Objective 6r to deternine lhe dollar value of street trees
on an iniliviclual ancl collective basis.

Required: The ability to produce a monetary value based on the "Guide

for Establishing VaIues or Trees and other PIants" (1983). determines

the value of the tree resource.

A.6,4 Data Variables íncludecl for I Proposed CSTIS

The type of information retrieved from each objective suggesLs the

type of data variables to be included in a CSTIS for the City of Win-

nipeg. The data variables collected for each tree relate directly to

the objectives. The amount of information collected will be minimized

if this approach is taken (Smiley and Baker, '1987).
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Each proposed data variable must be carefully scrutinized to ensure

it is useful and relevant to the inventory. This type of philosophy

achieves four things.

First, the amount of data collected and entered into the computer

wilI be minimized, thereby reducing project costs.

Secondly, this approach guarantees all data collected will be use-

ful. 0n1y data variables that are most frequently used or are impor-

tant will be included in the system. Some types of information may

have to be sacrificed, and provisions may be needed for special cir-
cumstances.

Third1y, this approach ensures the system is not too complex or

cumbersome. Many mainframe systems developed in the early 1970' s have

been discarded possibly for this reason. Simple and appropriate sys-

tems have a greater chance of success in an operational environment

(personal communication Willem E. Morsink).

Finally, storage space on the computer and access tirne to the data-

base will be reduced if the minimum amount of information is recorded.

If a microcomputer-based system is under consideration, this is an in-

portant limitation (Gerhold et a1, 1986).

The data variables collected for a street tree inventory are deter-

mined by the system objectives. Like the types of information to be

retrieved from each system, the data variables are classified into two

categories. Data variables which are required in the CSTIS indicate

the minimum amount of information to be included in the daLabase in
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order to satisfy Èhe basic needs of the Forestry Branch" The second

group of variables contains information which is desirable, but not

absolutely required.

This list describes the lype of information to be included in a

CSTIS. it does not suggesÈ the specific variable designation in a

database nor does it suggest file structure.

4.5.5 Required Variables

Loca t i on

district number
rnanagement unit (ward or community)
street name/code
house number
tree sequence nu¡nber
side of boulevard or median
block # or from what street to what street

Tree Characteristics

sPeciesr/varietY
diameÈer
he i ght
general condition

Site Characteristics

distance from curb
boulevard r+idth
potential tree planting site

Maintenance Requirements

date activity completed
request or regular maintenance activity
prun i ng
plant i ng

new or replacement
removal

diseased or hazard
agent and/or source who carried out activity
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4.5.5 Desirable Variables

Location

map location (map number and/or coordinates)

Tree Characteristics
specific conditions
eg. broken branches, amt. of deadwood in crown,

trunk damage, etc.

Site Characteristics
relationship to visible utilities:
ex. overhead wires, signs, traffic

lights, etc.

Ma intenance Requirements

requestor's name, address, and phone #
stump removal
relocation
ch i ppi ng
olher ( s )
comment section for investigator's remarks

0thers
survey year
survey cre$r

4.7 SYSTEM CONSTRÀINTS

The objective of this study v¡as Iimited to finding a computer-based

tree information system to manage street trees. At this time, specif-

ic information from the Dutch EIm Disease program, the MMS, the Devel-

opment Àgreement Log, equipment inventories, stock inventory, and gen-

eral ledger will not be included on a CSTIS. However, a CSTIS should

be flexible enough and adaptable to interact r+ith this type of infor-

mation at some time in the future.

Moreover, the CSTIS suggested in this study is limited to a system

for street trees. It may be desirable in the future to record informa-

tion on all urban trees, most importantly park and residential trees.
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Chapter V

EVÀLUÀTION OF SUR\IEYED CSTIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Previous chapters have dealt primarily with the operational re-

quirements of a CSTIS in the City of Winnipeg. This chapter compares

the CSTIS objectives (information retrieved) for Winnipeg to the in-

formation retrieved from the thirteen surveyed CSTIS, and discusses

the general similarities and differences between custom developed and

generalized CSTIS. Four alternative approaches to the development of a

CSTiS are presented, and technical and operational issues are defined.

Candidate systems are reviewed for the alternatives.

5,2 COI.IPÀRISON OF SURI'EYED CSTIS TO I{INNIPEG

Àppendices C and D describe many of lhe operational, technical, and

economic characteristics of different systems. The information re-

trieved fron the surveyed CSTiS rvere compared to the information de-

scribed in the needs assessment in Chapter 4. Each system was evaluat-

ed in terms of the type information required to achieve each specific

CSTIS objective for Winnipeg (rab1e 1 ). À "dot" is used to denote
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those systems having system requiremenls similar to a CSTIS in Winni-

peg. Sinrilarly, Table 2 describes desirable system characteristics for

Objectives 1 and 2. It describes features that are additional to the

required features. Objectives 3, 4,5, and 6 have no desirable systen

characteristics.

A limitation of Tables 1 and 2 is that some systems are better at

fulfilling certain system requirements than others. While these tables

show whether or not each system has a certain required or desirable

system characteristic, it does not show the range of efficiency of

fulfilling a specific system objective. Variability of this nature

does exist, and shoul-d be qualified before a final decision is made on

a CSTIS for Winnipeg.

5.2,1 Sum¡narv of CSTIS Evaluation

A number of the surveyed CSTIS have similar system requirements and

desirable system characteristics as the City of Winnipeg. Based on

the needs assessment completed in Chapter 4, five systems meet most of

the needs of the Forestry Branch. Three are custom developed systems -

Etobicoke, Toronto, and York, and two are generalized CSTIS - Compu-

tree and Tree Manager. Other surveyed CSTiS have similar systen char-

acteristics, but are not as applicable as the aforementioned CSTIS.

Further analysis of these five candidate systems follow in Section

5.4. There are other undoubtedly many olher CSTiS in North America,

and these systems could be considered.
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5.3 CUSIOI,Í DEVELOPED VS. GENERÀIIZED CSTIS

Analysis of the surveyed CSTIS revealed some basic similarities and

differences between custom developed and generalized CSTIS in this

study. In essence, custom developed CSTIS were developed on mainframe

or minicomputers while the generalized programs were developed for

microcomputers. Therefore, the difference between custom developed and

generalized systems is also a difference of hardware technology on

whích the systems rlere developed. There is a strong relationship be-

tween the type of computer the system was developed on, software de-

velopment, and the structure of lhe system.

The basic principles of database management hold whether dealing

with mainframe or microcomputer database systems (McFadden et âI.,

1985); however, the size of the database which can be supported will
vary significantly. CSTIS are similar in a number of ways. Both have

the ability to generate work orders, tree histories, and listings by

location and maintenance requirements. Similarly, the type of informa-

tion recorded in the data variables are comparable. In addition, both

custon developed and generalized CSTIS have the ability for on-line

query and updating.

Custom developed CSTIS differ from generalized CSTIS in the degree

of completion of different tasks. First, custom developed systems

tend to use a greater number of data variables in more complex sys-

tems. For example, a custom developed CSTIS is more likeJ.y to record

the cal-ler's name, address, and phone nunber for a lree request com-

pared to a generalized CSTiS.
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Secondly, the data variables from generalized CSTIS are more like1y

to be condensed or coded because slorage capacity becomes an importanL

issue on a microcomputer.0n the other hand, mainframe systems usually

do not code the data variables. This difference rnay be important when

operating the system in a working environnent.

Thirdly, custom developed CSTIS tend to be more procedure-oriented

than the generalized systems. A tree request is initiated and recorded

in the computer, an investigator is sent out and comment,s are recorded

in the computer. Then action is recommended and a work order is pre-

pared and sent to foreman. Finally, work is completed and recorded in

the computer. The result is a full documentation of the tree mainte-

nance procedure. In general, custom developed CSTIS keep track of this

information better than generalized CSTIS. With generalized CSTIS more

work is done manually "behind the scenes."

I{hile the custom developed CSTIS are more able to deal with the

tree request/mainlenance procedure, there is considerable evidence

that the reporting mechanism of generalized CSTIS are more detailed.

Specifically, there are more types of reports available to the user

especially on tree and site characteristic information. In addition,

there is more flexibility with the on-line query capability of gener-

alized CSTIS. Overa11 generalized CSTiS are more flexible when gener-

ating reports and with on-Iine queries.

Not. surprisingly, a number of custom developed systems have speciaL

capabilities that generalized CSTIS do not. If a system is designed

specifically for a city, then additional capabilities are usually ap-
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propriate for their special needs. For example, the CSTIS in Toronto

runs a sub-routine which keeps track of permiL applications when ac-

tivities outside the Forestry Branch occur that directly threaten

street tree survival (eq. construction activities).

Fina1ly, there is a tendency for mainfrane systems to have more

terminals available to Forestry staff. Although this capability exists

for microcomputer systems, the generalized CSTIS are intended to be

"one program - one machine" types of systems. It would be desirable

for the City of Ì.linnipeg Forestry Branch to have more than one termi-

nal so that each level in the organization would have access to tree

information.

In general, custom developed systems are similar to but not the

same as generalized systems. The difference is that the custom devel-

oped CSTIS in this study are developed on mainframe or minicomputers

while the generalized CSTIS are developed for microcomputers. Main-

frame and minicomputer-based systems are more powerful than microcom-

puter-based systems, and therefore custom developed CSTIS can process,

access, and sort information much faster than a microcornputer-based

systen. Nonelheless, the flexibility and low cost of microcomputers

makes them attractive"
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5.4 ÀITERNATIVES FOR DETJETOPI.ÍENT

There are essentially four alternatives the Forestry Branch can

pursue in the development of a CSTIS in the City of Winnipeg. These

allernatives are based on rnore than the system's operational capabili-

ly, and consider general technical and economic issues. Each of the

four alternatives is based on either development of software in-house

or purchase of system software. Since there are a number of technical

issues related to the type of computer used in a CSTIS application,

only the important technical concerns will be defined. Specific tech-

nical issues are beyond the scope of t,his study.

5.4.1 Alternative 1 - In-house Development

The first alternative is to develop CSTiS software using the Cily

of Winnipeg Computer Services Department or a private consultant. In-

house development on a micro-computer has not been considered because

inexpensive generalized CSTIS packages are readily available (¡lterna-

tive 3).

5.4.1.1 Development on l,fainframe Conputer

The Computer Services Department has the necessary technical exper-

tise and database management software to develop CSTIS software for

the nrainframe computer. This alternative would require relatively sev-

eral long and costly software development phases.

This entire procedure would require between two and four years.

The cost of system development (software and hardware) would be ap-
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proximately $400,000 although an exact figure is difficult to deter-

mine. The cost for system development and operation is provided by

the Computer Services Department, and is not charged directly to the

Forestry Branch.

There are two major difficulties with this alternative. First, ob-

taining the appropriate political approval to finance system develop-

ment would be difficult and time consuming. The other disadvantage

with this alternative is that it is the most expensive. 0n the other

hand, the primary advantage is tha! the end product should exactly

satisfy the requirements of the organization.

5,4.1.2 Development on Minicomputer

Another related approach is to develop system software in-house for

a minicomputer. A private consulÈant would most likely be required to

develop this type of system. The system could be developed in a much

shorter time frame than with the mainframe system, and the cost of

system hardware and software development would approximately be be-

tween $75,000-100,000.

5,*,2 ålÈernative 2 1 Purchase of Custom Develooed Softvare

The second viable alternative for development is to purchase an ex-

isting custom developed software frorn another municipality. Unfortu-

nately this study did not determine if this sofLware would be compati-

b1e with the hardware available in the City of l.tinnipeg. Similarly,

the cost for the software is not known; however, it would probably be

less expensive than those suggested in Àlternative 1.
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From an operational standpoint, Tables 1 and 2 suggest three candi-

date custom developed systems with similar system requirements and de-

sirable characteristics as the City of Winnipeg. Two of these systems

were developed on mainframe computers (Etobicoke and Toronto), and the

third was developed on a minicomputer (york).

5,4.2,1 Etobicoke

The CSTIS implemented in Etobicoke meets most of the requirements

for a CSTIS in llinnipeg. It also meets all of the desirable systen

characteristics largely because a "grid" location mechanism generates

infornration by a specific block.

The system generates other information applicable to Winnipeg.

These include specific reports on hydro line clearance, storm reports,

and vandalism reports. The one apparent drawback of these reporLs is

the lack of summary information on tree and site characteristics.

5,4,2.2 Toronto

The CSTIS in Toronto meets rnost of the system requirements and de-

sirable characteristics that are required of a system in Winnipeg. The

system is based on the Central Property Register (Cpn) which deter-

mines individual tree location. The CPR is essentially the City's tax

roll which is used by a number of departments.

One of the best characterisbics of this systern is that the entire

tree maintenance procedure from initial request, to investigaÈion, to

work order is very thorough and complete. Àppropriately, reporls on

tree maintenance activities and planting are detailed.
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In addition this system carries out a special task tha! records and

generates reports on permit applications. À11 activities that affect

or threaten street trees are issued a permit by the Forestry Agency.

The major weakness of Èhis system is that summary reports on tree and

site characteristic information is limited, and information is not

available by the block. Since this system is highly integrated with

Toronto's other municipal information systens, i.t is questionable if
this software couLd be useful in the City of I{innipeg.

5.4,2.3 York

The system at York has been developed on a minicomputer and is used

with four other major programs in the Parks Department. The reporting

system has not been definitely established, and is still being pro-

grammed.

The system uses a relatively large number of actions recommended

(45) which are very specific to the nature of the maintenance activi-
ty. Conversely, there are few data variables used to describe tree

and site characteristics, and reports on this type of information

would likely be limited in scope. Nonetheless, it meets most of Lhe

requirements for a CSTIS in Winnipeg.

5.4.3 Àlternative ! - Purchase g Generalized CSTIS pachaqe

A third alternative for system development is to purchase a gener-

alized csrls software package. À11 of the generalized packages includ-

ed in this study are used with a microcomputer. If a commerciatly
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available software and hardware were purchased,

not exceed $20,000.

cosLs would probably

Ànalysis of information in TabIes '1 and 2 suggest two candidate

generalized CSTIS packages included in this study would be applicable

in the City of Winnipeg. Both cost approximately $3,000.

5.4.3.1 Conputree

This package meets all of the required and most of lhe desired sys-

tem features of a CSTIS in Winnipeg. There are two advantages to using

this package. First, the system has a very flexible reporting mecha-

nism. Information on most any aspect of the database is available.

Secondly, this package is available in Canada.

One disadvantage of this package is that information on the tree

requestor's name, address, and phone number is not recorded in the

database. Another disadvantage is that information is recorded on the

time and cost of each tree maintenance activity which is somewhat de-

sirable but not required in Winnipeg. À user of this package is

"locked into" using these variables although they are not required.

5.4.3"2 Tree Manager

This package also satisfies the information retrieval requirements

of a CSTIS in Winnipeg except that is does not calculate tree value

(Objective 6). On the other hand, this system records information on

the requestor for a tree maintenance activity. It also generates an

investigation shee! for each tree request cornplete with a comments
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section. There are also a large number of reports thaÈ can be generat-

ed from the database.

Other than the inability to calculate tree value, a disadvantage of

this system is that it records the time and cosÈ of each maintenance

activity.

5.4.3.3 Use of a Single }licroconputer

The difficurty with this approach is Lhat at the present state of

technology and considering the relatively complex systen required in

Winnipeg, it is questionable whether a single microcomputer can handle

information on t.tinnipeg's 150,000 street trees. The csrls packages

included in this study can handle 75,000-80,000 trees quite readily;

however, larger databases would test the storage capacity and access

time to the database (personal communication Thomas Smiley; Gerhold et

al., 1986).

More technical information is required before one of these packages

is purchased. Nonetheress, if this constraint is genuine, two options

are stil] available.

5.1[.3,1[ Use of a Nunber of tficroconputers

Another option would be to adopt a system sin¡irar to that of tos

Àngeres county (personal communication Thomas smiley). In this case, a

number of microcomputers using generalized CSTIS software were used to

manage 300,000 trees. Each microcomputer presided over a management

unit comprised of approxinately 50,000 trees. A similar type of situ-
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ation could be considered

management districts with

each district.

in Winnipeg because there are three basic

approximately the same number of trees in

5"4.3.5 Use of a MicroconpuÈer wilh Fewer Data Variables

This option suggests the number of data variables in the informa-

tion system be reduced resulting in a more simplestic information sys-

tem. The major problem with this type of development is that if fewer

variables are collected then less managerial infornation witl be

available for reports and listings. In other words, the systern would

not meet all the systen requirements.

For example, if information on tree history (ie. completed tree

maintenance activities) were not collected, then the size and complex-

ity of the information system would not increase over time.

Regardless, if lhese types of information were not collected or re-

corded, then system integrity would be partially lost.

5.4,3.6 Purchasing a Generalized CSTIS Package

If purchasing a commercially available CSTIS package is Èhe only

alternative available, then the following information is required:

1. letters of reference should be requested from other cities us-
ing lhe system to ensure no recent problems have arisen.

candidate CSTIS vendors should be contacted to discuss the pos-
sibility of a software triatr or demonstration disketÈe for fur-
ther evaluation

software support arrangements and software improvement/enhance-
ment should be determined.

2.

J.
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5.1[.4 Àlternative 1l 1 Phased ConbinaLion

The final viable alLernative involves a combination of the afore-

mentioned alternatives. if a csrlS is required immediatel.y, a gener-

alized csrls package might be purchased. This would be done with the

intention in the long term of developing a program on the mainframe

computer and uploading the information from one system to the other.

Unfortunately, uploading information is difficult and software conver-

sion is not always possible because of differences in compilers, oper-

ating systems, and hardware environments unl-ess the software has been

designed at the outset for both machines (personal communication David

Forrest). The prospects to develop this alternative are better if
microcomputer software nas originally developed in-house with eventual

software development on the mainframe arready in mind; however, this

can be an expensive undertaking.

This alternative is desirable for two reasons. First, it would de-

termine if the microcomputer system is workable in the Forestry Branch

environment. secondly, the system could be implemented in the short

term without having to wait for software development on the mainframe.

The major problems with this approach is that it involves some po]-

icy decisions on the part of the city of winnipeg's computer services

Department, and tha! in the long term this alternative would likely be

the most expensive to develop.
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5,4,5 Sumnarv of Àlternatives

These four alternatives outline a classic software issue to either

"make" or "purchase" system software. Both the first and fourth alter-
native require in-house development by the city of I.iinnipeg computer

Services Department or by a private consultant. The second and third
alternatives imply that a custom developed or generalized CSTIS pack-

age be purchased from another nunicipality or a vendor.

The in-house developrnent required of Àlternative 1 or Àlternative 4

wourd result in several long and costly development phases. specifi-

ca11y, needs analysis, specification of the system, programming, test-
ing, documentation, training and implementation would be required. The

benefit of this approach is that the end product would exactly satisfy

the requirements of the organization.

In the case of Allernative 1, development on the mainframe is cost-

]y and requires political approval to finance deveropment. on the

other hand, the development of a CSTiS using a minicomputer would en-

able a system to be designed that has the power of a mainframe, but

would require about 20% ot the cost of a mainfrane system. The imple-

mentation of Àlternative '1 would have the highest probability of suc-

cess.

In the case of Àlternative 4, development may not be technicaÌly or

economically feasible. it would be difficult and/or costly to upload

information from a generarized csrIS package to a mainframe system. In

the long run this alternative would likely cost as much if not more

lhan in-house development on the city's mainframe computer (ie. Àlter-

native 1 ).
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The other direction to follow is to purchase a custom developed or

generalized CSTIS package (ie. Àlternatives 2 and 3). In general, this

approach is inexpensive and expedient. Nonetheless, purchase still im-

plies needs analysis, evaluation of alternatives, selection and pur-

chase, possible modifications, staff training, and implementation. Of

special note is that modifications to software may or may not be pos-

sible. If modifications are possible then other questions arise such

as the responsibility, extent, cost, and implementation time for the

changes. Compronises in the systen may be required if either Àlterna-

tives 2 or 3 is implemented.

It is difficult to make a specific recommer¡dation abouL Àlternative

2 because this study did not determine if the CSTIS software from Eto-

bicoke, Toronto, or York is technically compatible with the computer

environment in the city of winnipeg. Moreover, these systems rnay not

be commercially for sale to other nunicipalities. Therefore, it is as-

surned these systems are not readily available, and more information is

required before any decision is made.

From a technical perspective the development of a CSTIS under À1-

ternative 3 is not guaranteed success using a single microcomputer.

Issues of capacity, expandability, and access time to the daÈabase

should be addressed more specifically. Similarly, reducing the number

of data variables in the computer system is not desirable because of

the sacrifices in the managerial information retrieved from the sys-

tem. 0n the other hand, a system that uses a number of microcomputers

may have better prospects for development if a generalized CSTIS pack-

age is purchased.
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Chapter VI

st tÍMARy, coNctusloNs, N{D REc0t't}tEt{DÀTIoNs

6.1 SI'MMÀRY

Trees in our urban environment provide many direct and indirect

benefits and their perpetualion requires specialized tree management.

Efficient tree management requires detailed information on the street

tree population.

À Computerized Street Tree Inventory System (CSttS) implemented at

the City of grinnipeg Forestry Branch can potentiatly accomplish two

basic purposes. First, a CSTIS may increase efficiency by enhancing

the ability to complete more tree maintenance work in the same anount

of time compared to before the system t{as implemented. Secondly, the

system can increase effectiveness by providing "instant" information

on any street tree to answer citizen, councillor, and staff inquiries.

À CSTIS in Winnipeg requires two basic characteristics. First, it
should be complete - each individual street tree within the jurisdic-

tion of the Forestry Branch should be included. Secondly, the CSTIS

should be continual - as work is completed on the trees, tree informa-

tion should be continually updated ensuring database integrity. I.tith

this type of system, each individual tree would be accounled for.
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À complete re-inventory of all street trees in the city would have

to be conducted before such a system is successfully implemented.

À CSTIS in the City of Winnipeg requires a relatively complex sys-

tem that generates information on individual and tabulations of tree

and site characteristics as well as on required and completed tree

maintenance activities.

6,2 coNctusloNs

Àlthough customized CSTIS continue to be developed for specific
cities, a growing number of generalized CSTIS software packages
are commercially available for use in any municipality. In gen-
eraI, the custom developed CSTIS are designed in-house on main-
frame or minicomputers, while generalized CSTIS packages are
developed for use with microconputers.

Custom developed and generalized CSTIS have the same basic pur-
poses. CSTIS combine a tree inventory with tree maintenance
operations to efficiently and effectively manage the tree re-
source. However, the custom developed CSTIS differ in scope
with their generalized CSTIS counterparts. Custom developed
(mainframe and minicomputer) systems are more powerful than
microcomputer-based systems. Custom developed software is more
complex, uses more data variables, codes less information, and
usually have a number of special uses. In addition, custom de-
veloped systens are more formalized and detailed when it comes
to the tree request/ investigation/actions recommended/work
completed procedure. 0n the other hand, generalized CSTIS
packages are inexpensive to purchase, and have more flexible
reporting and query facilities.

The City of Winnipeg requires a relatively complex CSTIS that
can generate information on individual trees, work orders, tree
histories, and a variety of summaries and listings.

Five of the thirteen CSTIS included in this study meet most of
the operational requirements of a CSTIS in the City of Ï.Tinni-
peg. These include the three custom developed systems in the
municipalities of Etobicoke, Toronto, and York. The other two
systems are generalized packages for the microcomputer - Compu-
tree and Tree Manager.

Àlthough a number of mainframe CSTIS contain 150,000 treesr Do
microcompuler-based systems encountered have contained this
number. Though the capability to store 150,000 trees may exist

1.

2.

3.

A.

5.
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for a microcomputer, continually expanding tree history infor-
mation and processing time for such a large dalabase rnay be
prohibitive. Mainframe and minicomputer systems appear more ap-
propriate to handle the large database required for Winnipeg's
street trees.

6.3 RECOI-ÍMENDÀTIONS

Before any recommendation is made, it is important to remember ad-

vances in computer hardware are so frequent that any recommendation

should be put in perspective. À system chosen in the short term will
like1y use different computer hardware than a system developed in lhe

long term. Às a result, the recommendation that follows assumes a

systen will be chosen in the short term.

Based on the information available, I would recommend that CSTIS

software be developed in-house on a mainframe or minicomputer. This

decision is based on my berief the probability for systen success is

greater compared to the other alternatives. Àlthough the most expen-

sive, the systen would be powerful enough as well as specifically de-

signed to meet the needs of the Forestry Branch.

Nonetheless, generalized CSTIS packages cannot be completely dis-

counted because these systems are inexpensive, and neet the operation-

al needs of a CSTIS in Winnipeg. The prospects appear to be much bet-

ter if a number of microcomputers were to be used with a CSTIS package

instead of just one microcomputer. Regardless, microcomputers will
undoubtedly become more powerful and better able to cope with the

large and relatively comprex database suggested in this project. More

research is required on system response time and performance issues of
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the

and

generalized CSTIS packages detailed

Tree Manager).

in this study (ie. Computree

in addition, purchase of custom developed software from Etobicoke,

Toronto, or York was not determined in this study and could be consid-

ered.

6.4 EPIIOGUE AND AREÀS OF FURTHER RESEARCH

This practicum is intended as a functional planning document for

the implementation of a CSTIS for the City of Winnipeg Forestry

Branch. I^¡hile this document suggests general operational requirements

of a CSTIS in Winnipeg, it does not detail the important technical and

economic issues of each alternative. This study has only viewed thir-
teen CSTIS and other systems could be considered.

Before any system is developed or purchased, three areas need to be

further researched. First, the specific needs of the Forestry Branch

should be defined in terms of specific reports and computer screens.

Secondly, more research is needed on the technical and economic

aspecÈs of system hardware and software requirements. Thirdly, an irn-

plementation study should be completed to ensure a rational and sys-

tematic approach to the tree inventory procedure.

It is very important to remember that systern success is not

solely determined by oblaining or developing the appropriate system

software and hardware. A much greater commitment is required to

achieve success. The initial invenLory activity and database creation

will determine the utility and acceptance of the system. Moreover,
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rigorous updating

erational life of

of the database will

lhe system to ensure

be required throughout the op-

data integrity and reliability.
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Appendix À

INTERVIEÍ{ SCHEDT'LE FOR NEEDS ASSESSIIENT

À.1 ÀIT RESPONDENTS

4.1,1 ldentÍfication

1. Your name is

2. Your job title is

3. How long have you been at your present job?

A.1.2 Orqanization and AcbÍvities

'1 . I.that are your general f unctions and responsibilities at the
Forestry Branch?

2. What contact do you have with other organizations, such as oth-
er City of Winnipeg branches and departments, with provincial
or federal government departments, or with private firms?

3. What is the nature of these contacts? How often?

4. Do you rely on information from any of those organizations to
perform your functions?

5. Do you provide any infornation to these organizations in the
course of performing your functions? what use do they make of
this information?

6. What are the most important objectives of the Forestry Branch,
from your point of view?

7. is the availability of information important in achieving these
objectives?

8. In your view, how adequate is this information now?

9. I.lhat are the rnajor issues facing the Branch today?
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10. What activilies

1 1. How many people

you perform on a periodic basis?

you supervise and what do they do?

do

do

À"1,3

t.

Present Infornation RequirenenÈs

What reports, manual or computer-generated, do you generally
receive from within the Forestry B'ranch and from other organi-
zations? (Can you provide a copy?) How often do you receive
these reporÈs?

Do you generate any information or reports, who receives them,
and how is that information used? (Can you provide a copy?)
How often do you generate these reports?

Is there any other informaLion that you use other than from the
sources already mentioned?

Is the information you receive complete, timely, and accurate?
If not, what changes would you suggest to nrake this information
more useful?

I,ihat kind of information that you are not
help you to perform your job better?

receiving now would

À.1 .1¡ Future Inf or¡nation Requirements

'1. Do you foresee any changes in your functions at the Forestry
Branch, ê.g. nevl programs which may have associated information
requirements?

I.rithin the general confines of your job description, are there
any additional activities you could usefully perform if you had
appropriate inf ormation?

Àre you familiar with the Master Street Tree Plan, the MSTP?
yes _no

(if yes, then ask next question)

If you were a new employee at the Forestry Branch, do you think
the existing street tree inventory could be easily accessed?
_yes _no I f no, why?

2.

3.

û.

Ê

2,

3.

¡.
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A,2 CONTI}TT'E FOR SETECTED INDIVIDUATS (I)

1. Do you use the existing street tree inventory system? If so,
can you briefly describe how you use it? How often?

2, In your opinion, is this information easy to access? Why or
why not? _yes _no

3. What are the advantages of the current system?

4, T,that are its disadvantages?

5. Have you ever wanted informaLion from this sysLem that you were
unable to obtain?

6. How could it be improved?

7. Ideally, what information would you keep on every tree?

À.3 coNTINtE 893 SETECTED n{prvrpuÀrs (rr)

P1ease comment on the following scenarios. Have you ever considered
using a CSTIS for:

1. historical information could be kept on individual trees, show-
ing Branch activity (perhaps major activity) for that tree over
t ime?

2. crey¡ scheduling could perhaps be accomplished as part of a
CSTI S ?

3. persuasive accurate budgets could be better prepared with lhe
help of a CSTIS?

4. assistance in legal matters?

5. monitor vandali sn/car collisions?

6. evaluate different species/cultivars?

7, manage pests and diseases?

8. public relations,/education?

9. assess total value of city's trees?

10. any other uses for a CSTIS that you can think of?
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Àppenclix B

IELEPHoNE 0UESTIoNNÀrRE 0F CSTIS

1. Name of municipality where CSTIS is located?

2. In what year vlas Lhis system implemented?

3. What are the primary objectives (or purpose) of this inventory?

4. How many sLreet trees and spaces are included on the inventory?

5. What type of computer does this system use?

a) _ mainframe computer

b) _ minicomputer

c ) 
- 

microcornputer

d) _ other (please describe)

8.1 BÀCKGROUID INFORMATION

1. What is the make (and model) of this computer?

2. The computer software used in this system was:

a) _ developed in-house (ie. by a municipally-connected agen-
Ð.

b) _ developed by a private consultant.

c) _ an existing general applications program.
If yes, name of program?

d) _ a general system purchased for the specific purpose of
street tree management.

e) _ other (please describe)
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8.2 SYSTEI.Í OPERÀTIONAI INFORMATION

1. How frequenlly is this system used?

2. Does it use on-line and/or batch processing?

3. rs it accessible to all agency personnel (ie. mul-ti-user)?

8.3 DATÀ VARIÀBLES AND INFORI.ÍATION RETRIEVÀI

1. I,fhat are the data variables used in this system?

2. What information is retrieved from this system?

8.4 SYSTEM COST

1. what costs were involved in developing and implementing this
syslem?

B 
" 
5 RECOMT.TENDATIONS

1 " What are the greatest problems with this system?

2. In what ways might it be improved?

3. Do you know of any other cities using CSTIS?

4" Could you please send any system documentation (ie. user's man-
ua1, reports, inventory forms, and so on)?
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Àppendix C

SYSTE}T REVIEI{ ÀND ASSESSMENT

C.1 IDENTIFICÀTION ÀND COI,ÍPÀRISON OF CSTIS

For ease of comparison, the CSTIS included in this study $'ere sepa-
rated into two main groups based on their origin of development (table
3). Custom developed CSTIS were developed by the city for their own
use, while qeneralized CSTIS refer to those systems which are devel-
oped for use in any rnunicipality with the appropriate modifications.

The criteria developed to assess and compare each system v¡ere sepâ-
rated into two categories: background information (tables 4 and 5) and
information retrieval (faUte g).

C.2 BÀCKGROUID INFORT.ÍATION

C.2,1 Backqround Infornation on Custom Developed CSTIS

The purpose of describing the background information for each of
the surveyed systems is to establish basic operational and technical
requirements. Table 4 describes the basic system characteristics for
each of the custom-developed CSTIS.

C.2,2 Backqround Information on Generalizecl CSTIS

The background information for generalized CSTIS was similar, but
not the same as for the cusLom developed CSTIS (fabte S).
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Systen Location

ELobicoke, 0ntario

Oshawa, Ontario

Santa Maria, California

-Toronto, 0ntario

Windsor,Ontario

York,0ntario

Systen Nane

Comput ree

Iowa Public Tree
I nventory

Michigan Tree Inventory

Tree Information
Management System

Tree Manager

TREBÀSE

Utah Tree Inventory

TÀBtE 3

CSTIS Surveyed

Custon Developed CSTIS

Systen Àbbreviation

Etobicoke

0shawa

S. Maria

Toronto

Windsor

York

Generalizecl CSTIS

Systen Àbbreviation

Computree

Iowa P.T.I.

Michi gan

TIMS

Tree Manager

TREBASE

Utah
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sy s tem
name

Etobi coke

I

Cfito
I

Oshawa

S. Mar ia

computer
type I

TÀBLE 4

Background Information on Custom Developed CSTIS

Toronto

mainfr.

W i ndsor

maintr.

Yor k

make2

mt n rco.

Spe r ry

I

a

2

mainfr.

The hardnare used for system development was a mainframe computer (mainfr.), minicomputer (minico.), or
microcomputer (micro. ).
The specific type of computer the system ras developed on.

The systems nere developed in-house by bhe computer services division or by an independant consultant.
The length of time the CSTIS has been in operation.

The number of tree records (ie. brees and tree spaces) that the system contains.

Many of the systems available handle park and greenbelt trees as well as street trees.

?

mainfr.

development 3

HP-3000

mrn 1co.

i n-house

AmdahL

i n-house

Spe r ry

yrs. 1n
opera t ion a

Mentor 3000

con sultan t

i n-house

5

i n-house

2

# of trees and/or
space s 5

con suI tan t

<1

5

1 40,000

2,5

1 8,000

<1

I 6,000

type of
treeG

1 6s, 000

st reet

60,000

street,
park

30,000

st ree t

st reet ,
park

street

st reet



sy s tem
name

I

\¡o
I

Comput ree

Iowa P.T.I.

computer
typel

Michigan

TÀBLE 5

Background Information on ceneralized CSTIS

mrc ro.

TIMS

make 2

Tree Manager

mainfr.

#of
cities3

m 1c ro.

TREBÀSE

IBM

Ubah

mlc ro.

?

>5

tree typel

m rc ro.

IBM

I The hardware used for system development ïas a mainframe (mainfr.), minicomputer (minico.), or
a microcomputer (micro. ).
2 The type of microcompuÈer the system operates on.

3 The number of cities or municipalities that are currently using the program.

a Many of the programs available are capable of handling park and greenbelt trees as ceII as
street treeS.
5 The number of tree records thaL can be stored on a 10 megabyte hard disk and on one single
floppy diskette.
6 ì¡ot including the operating system, what additional software is required?
7 Lists the cost of the softcare program (in U.S. dollars unless otherïise noted).

3

m rc ro.

IBM

street,
park

1

ml c ro.

street,park,
greenbelt

IBM

# of tree
record s 5

Filã-Tf ïõp-py

,|

IBM

>6

s t reet

66,000

street,park,
pa r kr,tay

IBM

>11

n/a

r 800

other softtrare
requiredG

street,
park

1

75,000

n/a

street,
park

n/a

FiIe Pro 16

2500

streeE,
park

50,000

1 0,000

costT
($ u.s.)

n/a

?

1 300

66,000

none

any data
base pkg.

4000

$2,950(cdn. )

dBase I I I

68 00

f ree

dBase I I I

$300

$3,000

none

$3,500

$ l7s

$ 100



C.3 TYPES OF INFORMATION RETRIEVED

À critical component of csris is the type of information output by
the system. Comparison of the specific types of information retrieveã
from CSTIS is difficult because of the variability in output formats
that are available. Àppgndix D lists as closery ás possibie the spe-cific types of output available from each surueyãd syste*.

To compare the information retrieved from the surveyed CSTIS, four
categories of output were defined (Table 6):

work orders refer !o work requests for tree maintenance activi-ties which are entered into the computer system at time of in-
ggiry. . These may b,e generated by the individual tree, by the
brock (street), and/or by the zoné (management unit, district)"
Tree historv describes the record of past naintenance activi-ties completed on a tree(s). This may be avairable by individu-al tree,. by block (street), or by the zone (management unit,
district ) .

1.

2.

3. Summarv
by:

information or reports from the CSTIS may be available

a) inventory - individual or combinations of
characteristic variables.

tree and site

b) work orders - a summary of current work requests,
of activity.

by nature

4.

c) Tree history - a
each street tree.

Tree listinqs may be

a) location and tree

summary of the type of work completed on

available by:

and/or site characteristic information.

b) maintenance requirements - listed by location (and require-
ment ) .
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I

\¡
ì\)

I

sys tem
name

TABLE 6

Types of Information Retrieved from custom Developed and Generalized CSTIS

Et ob i coke

Osha¡va

work order
generated by:

S. Maria

Toron to

t ree

Wi ndsor

x

bloc k

Yor k

x

x

x

zone

Compu t ree

tree history
record by:

x

x

I oïa

x

t ree

x

x

Mich igan

x

x

x

bloc k

TIMS

x

x

Tree Manager

x

x

x

zone

TREBASE

X

x

x

x

Uta h

x

x

i nven tory

x

x

X

x

summar ies by:

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

X

nork order

x

x

x

X

x

x

,l

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

tree history

x

x

x

x

?

x

x

x

x

x

tree listings by:

?

x

x

x

X

X

x

x

Iocation

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

?

x

x

maint. req.

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x



Appendix D

SYSTEM PROFIIES

D,1 KEY TO SYSTEM ST'T'DY

After stating the location of the system,
used to compare different CSTIS:

the following criteria were

1. DEVELOPMENT:
computer? The

STÀTUS: i.ihat

SCOPE: What
inventory? Is
of trees are

How was the system developed, and on what type of
make of the computer is included if available.

is the current stage of system development?

is the number of trees and/or tree spaces on the
the inventory complete and/or partial? What types

inc luded?

2.

3.

4. PURPOSE: What is the system used for?

DÀTÀ VÀRIABIES: What are the data variables or information in-
put into the system? For comparison, these variables are sepa-
rated into the following categories: location, tree character-
istics, site characteristics, action recommended, and work
completed. Variables that do not fit into any one of these cat-
egories are referred to as "other". When available the variable
wiIl be followed by a discrete value (code) or quantitative
value (class) in parenLhesis. An "(unstructured)" data vari-
able refers to information that is entered into the system in
any desired manner.

6. INFORMÀTiON RETRIEVÀt: What type of information is obtained or
output from the system, and may describe how is it used?

SYSTEM USE: What is the frequency of system use? Is it a multi-
terminal environment? Does it use on-line or batch processing?
What is the frequency of infornation updating?

COSTS: What are the costs of this system? Any available cost
figures are incl-uded, however, they are generally not compara-
ble because costs are calculated under different circumstances
and over various time periods.

COMMENTS: This is a unstructured category that describes unique
or noteworthy aspects of each of the systems. Notes on prograrn
routines, subroutines, and file structure are made, and the
relaLive advanLages of the system may be described.

7.

8.

9.
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10. tiMITATIONS: To date, what problems have been encountered with
the system? what are the obvious limitations of each system?
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t.

D"2 PROFIIES OF SPECIFIC SYSTEI,ÍS

D,2.1 Etobicoke, Ontario

DEVETOPMENT: In-house by computer services division on a main-
frame (Sperry).

STATUS: The system was implemented in January 1982,

SCOPE: Information is stored on approximately 140,000 street
trees and tree spaces.

PURPOSE: To provide an accurate up-to-date inventory of munici-
pal trees at each address and to show relevant work for each
tree that is either compleled or outstanding.

DATÀ VÀRIABIES¡ resident's - name, home and business phone,
otvner or tenant, city, postal code.

a) lOC¡tlOH: grid number, street name, house number, cross
street, street leg, tree number, position of tree (unstruc-
tured), distance from curb.

b) TREE CHARACTERISTICS: species or variety, height, diameter,
general condition.

c) SITE CHÀRACTERISTIcS: ownership (ex. city or private), road
allowance rridth.

ÀCTIONS RECOMMENDED: work order number; all maintenance ac-
tivities are coded and incLude pruning, planting, removals,
lifting, spraying, stumping, storm damage, vandalism, rod-
ding, drain instalation, and seeding.

WORK COMPLETED: as "actions recommended" are completed, then
lhe date and coded action for each maintenance activity is
recorded.

iNFORMÀTION RETRIEVAL:

Besides providing instant information on any one or group of
trees, eleven different reports are by this system.

a) planting lists for street trees, subdivisions, and
acc idents.

b) storm report to assess damage from a storm.
c) daily work allotment - lists by date and grid for

work outstanding.
d) outstanding rodding, drain installation, and seeding.
e) spray lists - either fungicide or dormant oil.
f) hydro 3-wire - information sent to Hydro for speciat

service.
g) by-taw report - addresses where by-laws have been

contravened.

2,

3.

4.

L

d)

e)

6.
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h) vandalism report
i ) inclement weather

completed.
j) species report -

spec i es .
k) yearly summaries

- by area.
work - addresses where work can be

listing by area of a specific

for pruning, lifting, and removals.

7. SYSTEM USE: The multi-terminal system is used daily within the
Forestry agency, and uses on-line processing. Information is
updated regularly.

COSTS: Information not known.

COMMENTS¡ This is a relatively complex information systern that
emphasises the tree maintenance procedure. When a tree problem
arises, a maximum six step maintenance procedure is possible
over time.

The system's strucLure includes three main files - address in-
formation, tree listings, and work order information. Different
combinations of this information provide the reports for the
system.

TIMITÀTIONS: Errors arose from improper data collection and
from key-punching errors.

D.2.2 Oshawa,Ontario

1. DEVELOPMENT: In-house by Information and Computer Services Di-
vision on a mainframe computer.

2. STÀTUS: Implemented in 1985.

3. SCOPE: Information is include on approximately 18,000 trees.
It is a complete inventory of all city-owned trees on boule-
vards and parks.

4. PURPOSE: To co-ordinate the maintenance and planning of munici-
pally-owned trees.

5. DÀTÀ VARIÀBLES: work order number, initiated by city or resi-
dent (if the latter then include name, phone number, and date
of call ) .

a) lOCerrO¡¡: street or park, zone (district), street (park)
name, house number, tree seguence nunber

b) TREE CHÀRACTERISTICS: species code, diameter, height, lree
condition ('18 codes).

8.

9.

10.
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6.

c) sITE cHÀRÀcTERisTics: site condition (7 codes).

d) ÀcrloNS RECOMMENDED! work order number, inspection required,
inspeclion date,_comments, planting, pruning, spraying, f.ei-tilizing, removal, stumping, replácemen!, -othèr;' 

eípeciea
date of action.

e) won¡t coMpLETED: for each "action recommended," the action,
date, and comments are entered into the system.

INFORMÀTI0N RETRIEVAT: Other than on-line query, six different
types of reports can be generated by this piogrãm.

list of trees to be pruned or sprayed.
boulevard or park trees to be rãmoved, planted,
replaced, stumped.

c) tree inventory edit report - lists details of each
transaction and indicates if update is successfut.d) tree history profile - gives history of a tree or a
number of trees (dates, conments, wórk perfornred).

e) tree location Iist - alphabeticaíty by itreet orpark, all trees on street or park by ãpecies, and
selected comments.

f) work order details report - individual work orders
showing type of work performed and a list of trees
worked on under the work order number.

7. svsrEM usE: The system is used dairy by Forestry agency person-nel. It uses both on-line and batóh þrocessin-g, and intoima-tion is updated daily.

8. cOsr: The prograT_cg!! approximately g3,000 to develop, and theinventory cost g 1 5, 000 to- complete.

9. COMMENTS: In general, thís system appears simpler than similarsystems. There are two main files in this dãtabase. First,
the Tree Master File consists of the description, size, spec-ies, and dates of work done of to be done òn each tree. 3u"-ondly, the Forestry Work Orders subfile, contains information
on all work orders lhat initiate work or inspections of trees.
Over time this results in a detaired work history for eachtree. The two files are cross-referenced naking it þossibre to
access the files by tree identification or work ordei number.

10. TIMITÀTIoNs: Initia1ly, the inventory had to be done over
again because of the number of errors iñ ttre information. An-other problem was to motivate staff members to record their
work on the input forns.

a)
b)
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Á.

D.2.3 Santa llaria, California

1. DEVELOPMENT:
(HP-3ooo).

Bya private consultant on a minicomputer

2. srÀTus: Fully operational in 1987 although it has been working
to a limited extent over the last three years. Historical dala
from the past 20 years is still being keypunched into the com-
puter. A nunber of changes and additions are still occurring.

SCOPE: Information is provided on all '16,000 street trees.

PURPOSE: To provide information for street tree planning and
maintenance.

DÀTA VÀRiABLES:

a) lOCetlOH: street address; frontage or off-frontage, median,
or empty lot; the street the tree is located on if it is
off-frontage; tree sequence number.

b) TREE CHARACTERISTICS: species or variety code, diameter,
general condition (q codes), planting date, hazards (S
codes), management information (5 codes).

c) Slrn CHÀRÀCTERISTiCS: deep weI1, surface planting, or park-
ryay; parkway width; property type (4 classes); wires present
(3 codes); easement width; stumbting block; tree spacä; iI-
legal planting.

d) ÀCTIONS RECOMMENDED: scheduled or requested maintenance, rB-
quest number, maintenance required (54 different codes in-
cluding inspection requests and a variety of tree mainte-
nance activities).

e) wonn COMPTETEÐ: date, anount of hours required for activity,
remarks (unstructured).

INFORMATI0N RETRIEVÀt: À number of different listings, reports,
and summaries are available, and are still being developed.
Information on tree histories and work requests is kept.

SYSTEM USE: The system is used on a daily basis, and informa-
tion is available from a number of terminars. The system uses
on-Iine processing and information is updated regularly.

COSTS: Information not available.

COMMENTS: The proposed changes and additions to this system
will permit more information generation capacity requiriñg as
litt]e new information as possible. The changes ensure a more
ef f iciently operating database.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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3.

4,

5.

Additional capabilities of this system include lhe ability to
separate scheduled maintenance activities and requested mainte-
nance, and a cost tracking ability for each maintenance activi-
ty.

The manager expects to save 15% of the operations budget by
using this system.

'10. TIMITATIONS: The proposed changes and additions to this system
will solve many of the problems encountered thus far.

D,2.4 ToronÈor OnÈario

1. DEVELOPMENT: In-house by computer services division on main-
frame computer (¡maant).

STATUS: The inventory completed in 1978, and system was inrple-
mented in '1982. Revisions to the program are currently under
I{ay.

SCOPE: Information on approximately 90,000 trees and 75,000
tree spaces were recorded for the Metro-Toronto area. It is a
complete inventory of all street and park trees.

PURPOSE: Information provided for the management and planning
of all trees within the jurisdiction of the Forestry agency.

DÀTÀ VARIABLES: In addition to the variables found be1ow, this
system also keeps track of activities within the city that in-
volve municipal trees. This information includes permit appli-
cation number, file number, inspector's name and report, letter
and attachment number, letter sent and received, and procedure
completion date.

Other information is kept on the requestor's name and phone
number; inspector's name, daÈe completed, and commenls; fore-
man's name, truck number, and daLe completed.

a) rRnn IOCÀTION: A1l tree locations are tied into the Central
Property Register (similar to tax roll); district, street
code, street name, house number, tree sequence number.

b) rnsn CHÀRÀCTERISTIcS: specîes/variety, diameter, general
condition (3 codes - dead, hazard, or diseased).

c) siTE CHARÀCTERISTIcS: property type (5 classes), planting
location, planting comments (unstructured).

d) ACTIONS RECOMMENDED: general prune, spray, storm break, in-
spection required, general and specific comments on trees
(unstructured), tree to be planted, tree lo be removedr re-
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location, work order number, action approved by council;
Other information is kept on the requestor's name and phone
number; inspector' s name, date, and comments; foreman' s
name, truck number, and date.

e) woR¡t coMPtETED: each completed action is dated and stored -
general prune, spray, storm break, tree planted, tree re-
moved, tree relocation, paid, and general and specific com-
ments for each tree (unstructured).

INFORMÀTI0N RETRIEVAL: Produces a listing of specific trees,
work orders, and permit applications at request. À number of
set reports is also available for a given time period. First,
the lotal number of trees by address, by tree species, by prop-
erty type, and by tree status is available. Secondly, Iists of
trees to be planted, removed, outstanding work orders, and out-
standing permit applications can be determined. Thirdly, summa-
ry reports of service orders by action completed (removals,
planting, pruning, and so on), tree removal notifications to
alderman, and audit trails for various routines is accessibre.

SYSTEM USE: This system is used and updated daily. À total of
four terminars is available, and updating is on-Iine whire re-
ports are generated in batch.

cOsT: No information rvas avaitable because the system was de-
veloped over a number of years, and the actual cost is diffi-
cult to determine.

9. COMMENTS: This system is relativery complex and procedural in
nature, and is designed specifically to meet the needs of the
Forestry agency. The tree inventory is on].y a small part of an
overall system for municipal management.

The tree inventory has four major subroutines. First, the
planting data routine contains information on the trees - loca-
tion, type, and status. Secondly, service order subroutine
keeps track of all private and pubric tree inquires (four stag-
es - initial request, inspection, work order, and action tali-en)" Thirdly, the permit applicatíon subroutine keeps data on
activities (ex. construction) where pubric tree survival is atrisk. Fourthly, the reporting subroutine produces a1r summary
information on the system.

This system emphasizes pubric and private inquires about trees,
and lhe procedure involved with inspections, actions recommend-
ed, and work completed. lthile simp].e tree and site character-
istic data was collected, very specific information is col-
Iected on inspections, work orders, and actions completed.

7.

8"

10. TIMITÀTiONS: There were many data collection errors
initial survey.
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The director remarked (in retrospect) that if he knew a t,ree
inventory system cost as much as it did, then the system would
no! have likely been developed.

D.2.5 l{indlsor, Ontario

DEVETOPMENT: In-house by municipal computer services division
and the urban forest manager on mainframe computer (Sperry).

STÀTUS: Implemented in January 1985.

SCOPE: Information on approximately 60,000 trees and tree spac-
es vlas recorded; complete inventory of all trees on street
rights-of-way wiLhin municipality.

PURPOSE: Information provided for the management and planning
of street trees.

DA?À VARIABLES: survey year, origin year (tree age).

a) rnnn IOCÀTI0N: tax roll number (map, sub, parcel, and tenant
numbers), street number, street name, tree sequence number.

b) TREE CHARÀCTERISTICS: species code, diameter, height, condi-
tion code (4).

SITE CHÀRACTERISTICS: tree distance from curb.

ACTIONS RECOMMENDED: date, work requested (unstructured),
complainant's name, phone number.

e) wORlt COMPtETED: date, work performed (unstructured)

INFORMÀTI0N RETRIEVAL: Frequently generated reports include a
tree list with information on each tree (address, species, di-
ameter, height, condition, origin year and survey year), and a
tree work order history for each tree. Other reports include
summaries of planting sites, species and age class composition,
a prediction of the number of trees in each age class in the
future, and planting lists.
SYSTEM USE: The system is used daily by all Forestry Branch
personnel, and information is accessible from two terminals
within the Parks offices. It uses on-line processing, and in-
formation is updated daily.

COST: Some approximate costs include: design - $20,000; pro-
grammer - $12,000; survey personnel - $20,000; keying in data -
$9,000; terminals - 92,000. The Branch is not directly charged
for the use of the mainframe system.

2.

3.

4.

5.

c)

d)

6.

7,

8.
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9. COMMENTS: Àn interesting aspect of lhis system is its unique
file structure. it uses a "split screen" approach whereby the
basic tree inventory is kept in one fiIe, while another iela-
tional file can be requested that gives the tree work history
for each tree in the first file.
When a tree complaint or reguest is initiated, â printed sheet
with the tree inventory inforrnation, the tree work history
file, and the request is handed to cren foreman for investiga-
tion and/or action.

This system was an "opportunistic" development because the
City's mainfrane computer rvas not being fully utilized, and new
applications were requested.

10. LIMITATIONS: $rhile the unstructured work history file is sim-ple, it does not allow for variables within the file lo be ac-
cessed. For example, a report on all the trees pruned two years
ago would not be easily available.

Ànother problem is using the tax ro11 as a basis for determin-
ing tree location. Separate indexes had to be set up for trees
on certain properties including ro¡r houses, churches, schools,
rented addresses where tax is paid under municipal address,
boulevard trees on the center median, and trees adjacent to
public parks.

There are some problems with data accuracy caused by improper
data collection and entry.

0.2.5 Citv of York, Ontario

By private consultant on aDEVELOPMENT:
3000 ) .

minicomputer (Mentor

STÀTUS: Implemented
made.

in 1986 and modifications are now being

scOPE: Information on 30,000 trees and tree spaces were record-
edi complete inventory of all street trees.

PURPOSE: To provide information for the planning and management
of the City trees.

DÀTÀ VARIABTES: survey date, requestor's name and phone number,
request date, remarks.

a) f.OC¡tlOH: street name, street address, corner 1ot, setback,
tree number.

1.

2.

3.

4.

tr
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7.

o

'1 0.

b) TREE CHARÀCTERISTICS: species code, diameter, height (E
classes), condition code (7 classes).

c) Slrn CHARACTERISTICS: publically- or privately-owned tree,
hydro lines near tree, tree distance from curb.

d) ACTIONS RECOMMENDED:45 different codes (ex. pruning, remov-
â1, stumping, supports, correspondence, and so on), date of
investigation.

e) wOnn COMPTETED: each recommended action that is completed is
dated.

INFORMATi0N RETRIEVAL: Many different types of information can
be generated from this system. Some of these include: co-or-
dinating daily pruning, planting, atl the work for a certain
street, a history of requesLs. Other reports include totals for
each tree maintenance activity, by tree species, and so on.

SYSTEM USE: The system is used daily by clerical personnel, and
the information is accessible from '16 terminals. The system
uses on-line processing, and information is updated daily.

8. COST: The approximate costs for the system are: hardware -
$40,000, software development - $20,000, and staff development
- $10,000.

COMMENTS: The tree inventory program is only one of five pro-
grams used within the Parks Department. Initially, microcomput-
ers were used in the offices, however, it became evident that a
multi-user environment and faster information access tvas re-
quired so a minicomputer was purchased.

LiMITÀTIONS: The way information was recorded in the database
posed a problem because tree maintenance operations was record-
ed for a property, and not for a specific tree. Thus, if there
is a property with a number of different trees on it, the his-
tory of each tree could not be differentiated.

0.3 PROFIIES OF GENERÀI SYSTEI,ÍS

D.3.1 Conputree

1. DEVEIOPMENT: Àrbo-conseil Inc. (of Montreal) have the canadian
rights to the program. The program was created in U.S.A. by
Systemics I nc .

2. srÀTUS: The systen is currently being used in at least five mu-
nicipalities in thê U.S. and Canada.
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4.

5.

scOPE: À 10 megabyte hard disk can hord 66,000 tree records,
and a 20 megabyte hard disk can hold 1S0,000 tree records.

PURPOSE: To provide information for tree management and plan-
n 1ng.

DÀTA VÀRIÀBLES: notes (unstructured), dollar value, vigor.

a) lOCetrO¡¡: area, street name, number on street, serial num-
ber.

b) TREE CHÀRÀCTERISTICS: species code, diameter, height, condi-
tion rating.

c) sITE cHÀRAcrERIsrics: location, wires present, traffic con-
ditions, site class.

d) ACTIONS RECOMMENÐED: type of work needed, # of estimated
ninutes for activity.

e) wOR¡t COMpLETED: type of work completed, activity date, # of
minutes used, name of equipment, type of equipmeñt.

iNFORMÀTION RETRIEVÀI:

a) complete or partial tree list by:
i) civic addresses, streeté, parks,

sectors.
ii) by species or dimensions.

iii) by crown or trunk vigor cLass.
b) work needed by type priority.
c) estimated time tò peiform wórk on a

specific tree or summary of trees.
d) dollar value of each and every tree.
e) list of routine/non-routine wórk orders.
f) summaries of costs and crew productivity.
g) various reports on age-class distributi-on,

condition distribution, site conditions.

SYSTEM usE: The system is intended for daily use, and updating
can occur at any desired frequency.

8. cOsrs: The program and reference manual costs $2,950 (can. ).
The estimated practical and theoretical training costs would be
approximately $1,280 plus travel expenses.

9. COMMENTS: Às far as this research has determined, this is lhe
only.system that is readiJ.y avairabLe in canada. À comprete
English translation of the reference manual and program will
soon be available.

This program has the additional capabirity to use portable data
collectors to input data into the system. The prõgram for the
portable computer costs an additional $300.

6.

7.
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10. TIMITÀTIONS: Information not available.

D.3.2 Iowa Public Tree InventorY

DEVETOPMENT: By Iowa State University Forestry Departnent and
Iowa Conservation Commission on the University's mainframe com-
puter (initially an IBM, but has changed).

STATUS: The initiative lo develop the program began in 1978,
and was completed in 1982 for large towns (> 10,000 people) in
Iowa State.

SCOPE: intended as a complete inventory for street and park
trees, and a partial inventory for greenbelt trees, however, it
nay be used as a partial inventory.

PURPOSE: To provide tree management and planning infornation
and especially to respond to tree maintenance needs.

DÀTA VÀRIABLES:

a) rOC¡tIOH: zonef block, street name, house number, tree num-
ber seguence.

b) TREE CHARACTERISTIcS! species code, diameter (5 classes),
broad condition (3 codes), specific condition (19 codes).

c) SITE CHARÀCTERISTicS: presence of underground utilities (g
codes), overhead wires, boulevard, and sidewalk; number of
trees needed on each block and boulevard.

d) ACTIONS RECOMMENDED: -no capability

e) won¡t CoMPtETED: -no capability

INFORMATION RETRIEVÀL: The following information is available
from a particular zone or zones, a particular street, or to a
slreet within a zone:

a) data listing - prints back all data gathered in the field.

b) species specific table - for each species, dianeter class
and broad or specific conditions can be compared (and total
percent of each size and condition).

c) combined table - size distribution and condition of all
trees, and indicates additional pl-anting space available.

d) search for up to two condition variables whereby trees may
require maintenance.

6.
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1 SYSTEM USE: 0f the three or four municipalities using this sys-
tem, only one uses it on a daily basis; others use i! only part
time. Àccess to the prograrn is available through the Universi-
ty, or lhe program can be modified to a municipalities own com-
puter. The program uses either on-Iine or batch processing, and
information may be updated daily.

COST: The program is a public good, and therefore is free. Cop-
ies of the program written in Fortran are available or tapes
may be mailed to the University and copied by them.

COMMENTS: À unique approach has been taken to differentiate
between different types of trees in this program. Three differ-
ent routines are designed for street, park, and greenbelt
trees. I{hile the sLreet and park tree inventory is intended to
be complete, the greenbelt inventory uses a statistical sample
to collect information on trees. The only difference beÈween
the street tree and park tree routines is that Lhe former uses
a street address and house number while the latter uses a tree
number for identification purposes. The street tree and park
tree routine have contained within it a error checking, title
page and code explanation, data analysis, and report writing
subroutines. The greenbelt routine is very similar to the oth-
er routines, however, it also has a subroutine that estimates
wood volume.

10. TIMITÀTIONS: Depending on the needs of the Forestry agency,
this system may not be appropriate because it does not record
tree/work histories, nor can it record information on actions
recommended and/or work completed. Thus, the managerial infor-
mation available from such a system is limited.

D.3.3 Michiqan Tree Inventorv

State University (Dr. James Kielbaso) for

8.

o

1 DEVEtOPMENT: Michigan
micro-computer (isM).

STATUS: Curren!1y used

SCOPE: Àpproximately
and 75,000 records fit
a conplete inventory.

in one municipality.

2,500 tree records fit on a floppy disk,
on a 10 megabyte hard disk; intended as

2.

3.

A. PURPOSE: To provide information for nanagement and planning of
street trees.

DATÀ VÀRIABLES:

a) loC¡u0H: district, street code, address, corner street,
distance from corner street, streel side, from what sLreet
to what street.
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b) TREE CHÀRACTERISTIcs! species code, tree diameter, tree
height, anount of deadwood in crovrn, condition code.

c) sITE CHÀRACTERISTICS: street width, surface type, drainage,
land use, building height, distance of builaing setbaðk,
distance lo sidewalk, lawn width, site categoiy, wire
height, light height, corner, 3-way.

d) ÀcTIoNS RECoMMENDED: 12 different codes, comment (unstruc-
tured).

e ) woRlt coMptETED: no capabi I i ty.

6. INFORMÀTION RETRiEVAL:

Most of the following types of information is available by dis-trict, primary street, block, and species:
a) on-line query and print
b) tree report - list of trees in a specified

area.
c) summary report - total number of each tree

spec i es .
d) species report
e) work report - by action recommended variable.

7. SYSTEM usE: intended to be used daily; on-rine processing; reg-
ular updating possible.

8. cOsr: $300 (u.s. ) - additional instarration and support costs.

9. COMMENTS: Information not available.

10. tiMITÀTIONS: The system does not record tree history informa-tion unless specifically entered in the system.

D.3.1¡ Tree ldanaqement Infornation System

1. DEVEL0PMENT: By Dr" Robert Maggio (Texas) for a microcomputer
(t ¡¡,r) .

srÀTus: The program was developed in 1986, and has been used in
Highland Park, Texas (tree population <10,000 trees).

lçOlE: Approximately 10,000 tree records can fit on one froppydisk. Street, park, and parkway trees can be included in tÎrii
inventory.

PURPOSE¡ To inventory the location and characteristics of every
tree on city rights-of-way, and to provide information for manl
agement.

2.

3.

A.
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5. DÀTÀ VARIABLES:

a) lOcetloH: trees are located on aerial photographs, assigned
a number, and information recorded. The locatioñ informa[ionis then digitized; tree number, block number, street ad-
dress.

b) TREE cHÀRÀcrERIsrlcs: species code, diameter, condition (q
codes), crown .diameter, potential removal difficurty (13
codes), hazard (ie. tree destroying street, curb, sidäwark
concrete), visible injury (18 coáesl.

c) SIrn CHARÀCTERISTICS: street, park, or parkway tree.

d) ÀcrloNs RECOMMENDED: management needs (B codes), but can be
expanded.

e) wonn coMPtETED: unsure but appears to have no capability.

INFORMÀTION RETRiEVÀ!: In addition to the abirity to produce
conputerized maps of the tree inventory, a number of lists and
reports are available from this system that can be listed onthe screen or printed. Trees can be selected by location(tree, blockr or city), a tree characteristic variåble, ot á
maintenance required variable. In addition, reports can be pro-
duced on data variables without reference to rocation vãri-
ables.

sYsrEM usE: The system may be used and updated daily. process-
ing is both on-line and batch.

cOsr: The software costs approximately g3000 (u.s.), however,
there are additionar instalration and support costs. This price
increases to the amount of time the vándor spends with theclient.

COMMENTS:

rþi.- best aspect.of this system is the tree location technique
which invorves digitizing information from aerial photograptts.
Field crews courd be handed maps tree information and thã lõca-
tions of work to be completed. This would ensure that the tree
location would be found, and that the appropriate maintenanceis done.

10. tiMITATIONS: The system has not been tested with a rarge popu-
lation of trees. Further, the expense of digitizing infõrmåtion
may not be cost-effective for l-arger populations oi trees.

6.

7.

8.

o
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D.3.5 TREBÀSE

inventory.

4. PURPOSE: To
nance.

DEVETOPMENT: At UniversiTy
microcomputer (tnu).

STATUS: Developed in 1985.
using the program.

SCOPE: Àpproximately 4,000
intention is that it should

of l,lisconsin by Dr. Miller for the

Àpproximately 11 municipalities are

trees can fit on a floppy disk. The
be used as a complete and continual

tr

provide information for tree planning and mainte-

ÐATÀ VÀRIABLES:

a) rocetrow: district, street (code), house number, cornerstreet (code), corner address, tree seguence number.

b) TREE cHARÀcrERIsrIcs: species (code), diameter (2" class),
general condition (6 classes).

c) sIlE CHARÀCTERISTICS: lawn width, wire height, tree present,
planting priority.

d) AcrioNs RECOMMENDED: work unit, crer,r name, action code,
date.

e) woRlt coMptETED: crew name, action code, date.

INFORMATION RETRIEVÀL: seven types of information can be for-
mulated r,lith this system:

a) on-line query and print
b) listings by location and maintenance

requi rements.
c) listing of work history.
d) species summary (incluáing total tree

value ) .
e) diameter class summary (including tree

value).
f) frequency table by species and diameter

class.
.gì planting sites by species and priority.
h) work unit summaries

SYSTEM usE: intended to be used daily; uses on-Iine and baLchprocessing; information is easily updated.

cOsrs: 9175 (u.s.) if already have Àshton-Tate's dBase III pro-
9ram.

5.

7,

8.
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9. COMMENTS:

TREBÀSE assumes the city is divided into work units. The pro-
grammer intended management to take place by the work unit.
Each work unit should fit onto one floppy disk (about 4,000
trees ) .

DEVELOPMENT: by ÀcRT consulLants (Ken Joehrin) for the micro-
computer (lgM).

srÀTUS: The system is currently being used by at least six dif-
ferent communities.

Diskettes are used in three vrays. First, the inventory disk re-
cords all new data. secondly, this information is lhen moved to
the data disk for more efficient sLorage. In turn, summary re-
porls are generated for each of the work units, and then stored
on the Report Disk which provides all summary information.

Àdditionar capabilities of this program include the ability to
determine tree value, and the ability to program in your cily's
street and corner codes, tree species, and action recommended
codes.

.10. LIMITÀTIONS:

One potentiar limitation of this program may be its inability
to handle a large number of trees. The Forestry agency using
this program would have to manage the trees by woik unitã which
is a definite operational conslraint.

D.3.5 Tree ldanaqer

1.

2.

3.

Ã.

PURPOSE: This system is designed for giving
proach to tree maintenance.

SCOPE: Àpproximately 1300 tree records can be
py disk, and 50,000 records can be stored on
disk. Intended as a complete inventory, and
street or park trees.

DATA VÀRIABIES:

a systematic ap-

stored on a flop-
a 10 megabyte hard
can be adapted for

tr

a) tnnn tOCÀTION: zone, management unit, street, address, tree
sequence number, side of lot, serial number.

b) TREE CHÀRÀCTERISTIcs: species, diameter, amount of deadwood

c) sir¡ cHÀRAcrERrsrrcs:
ance, wires presenl,
site, sidewalk.

traffic sign or traffic Light clear-
house damage, lawn width, uncurbed
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d) AcrIoNS RECOMMENDED: maintenance reguired, request number,
requestor's name, address, phone, date received, received
by, action taken, inspected by, daLe inspected, final re-
sults.

e) woRx coMPtETED: creyr name, man hours, date of work, type of
work, cost of work, conments (unstructured)

6. INFORMÀTION RETRIEVÀL:

u) listing of site/trees that meet a user specified condition(ie. location and any other variable).

b) tistings of inspections to be completed and space is includ-
ed on this form for inspector's recommendation.

c) Routine and non-routine work orders and be generated. In the
former case, any number of work orders can be generated. In
the ratter case, onry work orders for indiviãua1 trees can
be generated.

d) Over 60 summary reports are availabte.

SYSTEM usE: intended to be used daily; uses on-line and batch
processing; can be updated as required.

cOsr: The software for the program costs $3s00 (u.s.). Instal-
lation and support cosÈs are additional.

9. COMMENTS: Information in this program is broken down into fourdifferent files. The first fire cõntains location and site in-formation. The second file contains work history information,
and the third file conLains landowner request infórmation. The
fourth file contains tree maintenance wofk orders.

'10. TIMITÀTIONS: Inf ormation not available.

0"3"7 Utah Tree Inventory

7.

8.

t. DEVETOPMENT: Utah State University
cro-computer (t¡u).

STÀTUS: The program was developed
is now using it.
SCOPE: Àpproximately 6,800 tree
floppy disk.

(Baker and McCarter) for mi-

i n '1 987 , and one mun i c ipal i ty

records can be stored on a

¿.

3.

¿. PURPOSEi To keep track of information about individual trees,
to aid in the management of trees, to record tree hislories,
and to generate reports for management.
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5. DÀTÀ VÀRIABLES! system user I.D.

a ) lOcettOt'l: sector, block, bui 1ding, slreet name.

b) TREE cHÀRÀcrERISTIcs: species code, species name, diameter,
condition code.

c) sITE cHÀRAcrERIsrics: location code, vegetation type, utili-ty, land use, planting space.

d) ACTIONS RECOMMENDED: maintenance operation.

e) wOnn COMPIETED: maintenance operation, date.

6. INFORMATI0N RETRIEVAL: summary information from main, species,
and operations databases.

7. SYSTEM usE: on-line processing; infornration can be updated reg-ularly.

8. COST: 9100 for software.

9. COMMENTS: Àuthors point out that dBase III was used initially,
however, it. is did not process information fast enough, thus
they wrote their database software program.

10. LIMITATIONS:. Reporting system is not completed yet, thereforethe information retrieved from the system may or may not be ac-
curate.
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